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This document presents a new method for improving the market orientation

of companies. In that regard, I developed a new Quality Function Deployment

application (QI'D), which compares customer needs with company competitive

advantages, in order to determine those advantages that best satisfy customer wants

and needs. The methodology was applied to the wood products industry. Companies

from this industry are facing a new competitive environment, with challenges from

overseas companies, fierce competition from substitute products, concentrated

channel power from big box retailers, and the lobby of environmental groups, to

name a few. Wood product companies, traditionally production and cost-driven,

would really benefit of an effective method for improving their customer orientation,

while keeping an eye on substitute materials.

The study is cross-cultural including the US and Chile. The first put of the

study included 37 qualitative interviews and almost 1300 mail questionnaires

targeting architects of both countries, selected as key customers of the wood products

industry.

The second part of the study consisted of interviews with top wood products

company executives. I performed 8 interviews in Chile and 35 in the US. The sample
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covered 37% of the US annual sales of wood products. The interviews provided the

competitive advantages of the companies.

Finally, an expert team assisted in developing a new QFD application, which

used the results of both the architect and the company study.

I determined that architects of both countries are rather similar: they are

concerned about the diminishing quality of wood materials and they appreciate

"honest" materials (the material is what it seems to be). The two groups differ with

respect to environmental issues, which are far less important for Chilean than for

U.S. architects.

The results suggest a focus on product and business innovation by US wood

products companies, as these topics present great potential for improvement. US

companies should also become more global, as this characteristic allows a better

customer focus and an improved competitive position. Chilean companies should

focus their efforts in all types of innovation, and not rely only on their current low-

cost producer advantage.
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USING QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT
TO ACHIEVE A MARKET ORIENTATION:

AN APPLICATION WITH WOOD PRODUCTS COMPANIES

INTRODUCTION

U.S. wood products companies are facing a new competitive environment.

For example, challenges from overseas companies, fierce competition from

substitute products, concentrated channel power from big box retailers, and the lobby

of organized environmental groups, to only name a few. Working harder is no longer

the answer, but working differently and focusing on the customer - the stakeholder

that truly decides the growth or decline of an industry.

This research project provides recommendations for wood products

companies targeting the improvement of their market (customer and competitor)

orientation. Modern strategists recognize a market orientation as key for long-term

business success in any industry. Also important, the globalization of the wood

products industry prompted us to consider two countries: the U.S. and Chile. Chile is

an interesting country to analyze, given that Chilean wood products companies are

becoming quite significant competitors to US companies.

The sequential character (3 sections) of the study allowed us to document the

work in 4 different manuscripts. The first two manuscripts cover the customer

orientation, the third the competitor orientation, while the last one brings everything

together, and elicits strategic recommendations for wood products companies.

The first section of the investigation studied customer wants and needs

regarding wood products, while considering the influence of substitute products. It

involved an in-depth study of the customer group selected by this investigation:

architects. This initial part of the investigation is reported in the two first papers. The

article "Environmental Attributes of Forest Products: Context and Relevance for US

Architects", accepted for publication in Forest Products Journal, reports the

importance of environmental attributes as compared with other design attributes that
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architects consider when specifying construction materials, specifically wood. The

managerial implications relative to marketing tactics targeting architects are also

reported. The second paper "Identifying and Studying Key Customer Groups: An

Application with the Wood Products Industry" provides a more holistic approach to

the architect study, and also analyzes the cross-cultural differences between Chilean

and US architects, as well as the managerial implications derived from those

dissimilarities.

The second section of the study pursued the identification of competitive

advantages held by wood products companies. A competitive advantage can be

defined as the basis on which customers will choose a company's product over the

competitors'. The third paper "Competing in a Global Wood Products Market: The

View of US and Chilean Executives" reports the findings of this section of the study,

concentrating on the analysis of the competitive advantages held by wood products

firms, and how they differ among product groups as well as between the U.S. and

Chile. This part of the overall research effort encompassed in-person interviews with

high-level executives of Chilean and US wood products companies as well as the

work of an ad-hoc expert team.

The third and final section of the study pulls all the concepts together, by

using the information from the customer (first section of the study) and the

companies (second section of the study) for determining those competitive

advantages held by firms that best satisfy the wants and needs of the customer group

of this investigation: architects. This section of the study involved the work of an

expert team, which helped in the development of an application of a quality

technique known as Quality Function Deployment (QFD). QFD allowed the

integration of the information from the customer and the companies, and provided

the key competitive advantages that provide customers value. The findings and

strategic recommendations of this last section of the investigation are reported in the

paper "Using Quality Function Deployment to Achieve a Market Orientation".
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ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES OF FOREST PRODUCTS:
CONTEXT AND RELEVANCE FOR US ARCHITECTS

Abstract
Changing specifier preferences regarding the use and function of construction

materials may greatly affect the consumption of wood products. Since architects are

often involved in the selection of materials, they were selected for this research. A

national survey of 1200 architect office owners was conducted in order to investigate

their environmental concerns and other design criteria regarding wood products. The

study also identified the different degrees of effectiveness of several environmental

actions taken by wood products companies. According to architects, the design

attribute Environmentally sustainable is of medium importance, regardless of the

product group (The study defined three product groups: structural, appearance and

engineered wood products). Third-party environmental certification proved to be the

most effective environmental action. Communication campaigns are surprisingly

effective, suggesting that additional environmental advertising efforts by wood

products companies might be beneficial. The results of the study suggest that

advertising tailored to architects should have a dual purpose, stressing both a quality

or appearance feature and an environmental one. Importantly, the quality or

appearance issue changes depending on the product group. In that respect, "Uniform

quality" of the material is an important quality feature in both the structural and the

engineered wood product groups.

Keywords: Environmentally sustainable, product substitution, architects, wood

product groups, third-party certification



Introduction

Previous research has revealed an important substitution of wood by other

materials in the U.S. residential construction industry (Eastin et al. 2001).

Consistently, the Wood Promotion Network reported that steel and concrete have

made significant gains against wood in residential construction. Steel wall framing

and poured concrete floors have increased market share between 1997 and 2000,

whereas wood lost an average 2.5% market share in walls, floors and roofs during

the same period (Wood Promotion Update 2001). The market share loss costs the

wood industry at least US$ 270 million in revenue per year. Therefore, it is

important to identify causes for wood product substitution, and at the same time

determine ways of coping with this problem.

This paper reports findings regarding the environmental concerns and related

characteristics of US architects, proposed as an important customer group of wood

products companies, and provides specific suggestions regarding the content of

environmental advertising targeting this group. We advocate that an improvement in

the environmental image of wood products would reduce wood products substitution,

as has been already advanced by other authors (Eastin et al. 2001).

Customer Group Selection

The construction industry is a very important consumer of wood products:

new residential and non-residential construction added up to 46% of US sawn

softwood usage in the year 2000 (LTNECE 2001). Thus, the evolving preferences of

those who specify construction materials may greatly affect the consumption of

wood products. These specifiers may include architects, construction

firms/contractors, owners, and structural engineers. Nowadays most new homes and

apartments are built prior to sale, therefore the owner of a new home may not have

much influence on material selection. Construction firms, architects and structural

engineers, however, interact in the material selection process.

5
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We selected architects as the key customer group in this research effort for

several reasons.

First, 14 in-person interviews with architects and civil engineers proved that

these professional groups are very influential in the material specification process of

construction projects of medium and large size. Architects are especially prominent

in projects where there is intent to differentiate, like high-end condominiums,

corporate headquarters, showrooms, etc. Conversely, the importance of civil

engineers grows in industrial projects.

Second, architects and civil engineers generate the blueprints that largely

determine the materials to be used. There are typical materials for certain uses, like

wood framing in the case of single-family homes. However, some US architects are

nowadays specifying steel studs instead of wood studs for house framing, due to both

dimensional stability and the belief that steel is more environmentally friendly than

wood. In other words, architects can push material substitution to some extent,

especially if alternative costs are similar.

Third, the prominence of these two groups of specifiers, architects and civil

engineers, prompted us to conduct conjoint and a cluster analyses in earlier stages of

this research to determine differences among the material preferences of these two

professional groups. The results of the study were conclusive. Architects and civil

engineers are very similar regarding material preferences, as was also found by

Kozak and Cohen (1999). The only difference stemmed from environmental issues,

far more important for architects than for civil engineers.

Finally, we were interested in measuring the environmental preferences of

one of the parties involved in the selection of materials for construction projects.

Architects are seen to be environmentally conscious specifiers of construction

materials, and were therefore an appropriate group for this research (Wagner and

Hansen 2002, IIDA 1999).
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Conceptual Framework

The environmental characterization of architects reported in this paper is part

of a bigger project that seeks to improve the customer orientation of forest products

companies by combining information about customer needs and company

competitive advantages (competitive advantage or "...the basis on which customers

will choose your product over the competitors' ...", Winer 1999, p. 52).

Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework for the entire investigation. The

boxes with underlined text show the focus of this article. In the overall study,

customer needs are compared with company competitive advantages using a quality

technique known as Quality Function Deployment (QFD) (Cohen 1995). QFD is one

of the tools developed under the concept of Total Quality Management (TQM).

TQM can be defined as a set of models and tools for getting all employees involved

in continuous improvement of aspects important to the customer (Day 1994). In a

traditional Q141) application, customer needs are compared with design parameters of

products still in the design stage, in order to discover those features of products that

will most likely satisfy customer requirements. In this study, customer needs are

compared to companies' competitive advantages. Importantly, the use of QFD

requires the use of only one customer group (Cohen 1995). As was already

discussed, we have selected architects as the key customer group in this research

effort.
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework (underlined areas show focus of this article)

This article focuses on the methodology and results of the initial part of the

study, - the determination of the customer (architect) needs, specifically analyzing

their environmental preferences regarding wood products. Subsequent stages of the

research will provide the main set of competitive advantages identified by the

industry through interviews with managers of wood products companies. Finally, an

expert team will fill in the relationship matrix, determining the association between

each customer need termed "Voice of the Customer" and each competitive advantage

termed "Voice of the Company" (Bossert, 1991) in QFD. The relationship matrix

will allow identification of the weights of competitive advantages, thereby

accomplishing the overall goal of this study - to identify those advantages that would

allow a greater focus on the customer.
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Methods

Qualitative Stage: Interviews

Thirteen practicing US architects were interviewed. The size of the company

and the city where the architect worked were important criteria used when selecting

the respondents. Interviewing people from different company and city sizes

incorporates the different environments and projects that architects face.

Each interview included two parts. First, we were interested in identifying a

classification of wood products consistent with the way architects specify wood

materials. Therefore, a preliminary classification scheme was created based on

personal knowledge and a literature review. The interviews verified the adequacy of

the preliminary classification: a structural group, where strength and structural

properties are the main requirements, an appearance group, where aesthetics is the

main requirement, and an engineered wood products group, where both strength

properties and appearance issues are important. Architects unanimously supported

this subdivision as one that matches the way they select construction materials. Table

1 defines the groups in more detail.

Table 1 Wood product groups

Product groups

Structural products group

Appearance products
group

Product properties that
are important for each
group
Strength and structural
properties
Aesthetic properties

Engineered wood products Strength and aesthetic

group properties

Glulam, I-Joists, etc.

9

Specific products that fit
into the groups

Softwood lumber +
softwood plywood + OSB
Hardwood decorative
panels + moldings +
finishing materials

The second part of the interview was an open question asking architects

about the design attributes of wood products. They were also asked about what can
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increase the appeal of wood so that it will be preferred over competing materials, like

steel, concrete or plastics. Respondents answered the same question for each of the

three product groups. We chose to retain attributes named by at least 4 people for use

in the quantitative stage of the study. Architects used a very similar language for

expressing the design concepts they consider, which made the attribute

categorization and identification fairly easy. The actual attributes identified from the

interviews are communicated in the first column of table 2.

The interviews identified that architects are deeply interested in

environmentally friendly materials. They generally used the term "environmentally

sustainable", a term that we also adopted in the paper, and that we will discuss later.



Table 2 Key design attributes used by architects when specifying wood

materials

11

Quantitative Stage: Mail Questionnaire

A carefully constructed mail questionnaire was developed to assess the

relative importance of the attributes identified in the qualitative stage. The

questionnaire also included questions for measuring the effectiveness of actions of

wood products companies targeting the improvement of their environmental image.

For the rest of this article, those actions will be simply referred to as environmental

actions.

The study pursued the opinion of a nationally representative sample of the

owners or chief architects in architecture firms. The questionnaire underwent 4

US
Structural products

Mean SD HSD
method

Material Available 5.8 0.9 a

Uniform quality 5.6 1.3 a

Dimensionally stable 5.5 1.3 b

Adaptability 5.5 1.2 b

Durability 5.2 1.4 b

Knowledgeable work force 5.1 1.4 b

Environmentally sustainable 4.8 - 5.2 (5.0) 1.5 b

Low cost 5.0 1.3 b

Fire concern 4.2 1.6 c

US Engineered
Wood Products

Mean SD HSD
method

Uniform quality 6.1 0.9 a

Dimensionally stable 6.0 0.9 a

Strong material 5.9 1.0 a

Adaptability 5.4 1.2 a

Environmentally sustainable 4.8 - 5.3 (5.0) 1.5 b

Feasibility of curves 4.8 1.5 b

Low cost 4.8 1.3 b

Offgassing 4.4 1.7 c

Appearance, warmth, tactile 4.2 1.7 c

US
Appearance products

Mean SD HSD
Method

Appearance, warmth, tactile 5.8 1.0 a

Honest material 5.4 1.4 a

Offgassing 4.9 1.6 b

Environmentally sustainable 4.7 - 5.1 (4.9) 1.6 b

Durability 4.8 1.6 b

Low cost 4.5 1.4 b
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rounds of pretests, with 6 different people who reviewed the material, in order to

prevent possible measurement errors (Dillman 2000). We sent 1200 questionnaires,

expecting a response rate of about 30%, and still meeting the target of about 380

responses, for a sampling error of 5% (Dillman 2000).

The mailing procedure constituted an adaptation of the Tailored Design

Method (Dillman 2000). Three hundred and seventy five (375) valid responses were

received. Taking into account non-deliverables, the response rate was 34%, which

compares well with other studies that involved architects (Damery and Fisette 2001,

Kozak and Cohen 1997). It is common practice to assume that late respondents

(second mailing) are more similar to non-respondents than early respondents (first

mailing) (Armstrong and Overton 1977). Early respondents were compared to late

respondents on a total of 30 attributes. We found only one statistically significant

difference (two-sided p-value <0.05). One significant p-value out of 30 can happen

just by chance, so there is no evidence of non-response error.

The quality level of the sample can be assessed when analyzing potential sources of

coverage error (Dillman 2000):

Database size: The mailing list was a random sample of architecture firms

from a database maintained by Dunn and Bradstreet. This database is the largest in

the nation with more than 115,000 companies.

University representation: Having respondents that are graduates of a few

universities may bias answers, due to the distinctive values and culture of each

university. Respondents pursued their undergraduate and/or graduate studies in a

total of 108 universities (a mean of only 3 architects per university). Additionally,

only 58 out of the 375 respondents studied in the 5 most named universities, which

provides further evidence that the US universities are well represented.

State representation: Another coverage error may happen if people from only

a few states answer the questionnaire resulting in the potential for local

characteristics biasing answers. Respondents have worked in 48 states, with only

Alaska and North Dakota missing.
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Analysis

Table 2 provides the material design attributes of the three product groups

considered. Architects were asked to assign a value for each attribute, according to

the level of importance that the feature has in their material specification process.

We used a Likert-type response scale, ranging from Less important (1) to More

Important (7). The table displays the attribute names and their mean and standard

deviation in the three left columns. The fourth column depicts a categorization

system discussed in the next section. It is important to clarify the meaning of some

attributes. Adaptability refers to how easily wood elements can be trimmed.

Feasibility of curves refers to either the possibility of installing the wood material

over a curved surface or building curved wood elements, like curved laminated

beams. Finally, Offgassing refers to the concern about harmful vapors coming out of

a material when in use.

HSD Categorization Method

It was of interest to determine if there were statistically significant

differences regarding the importance of the attributes inside each product group. The

problem is identical to the allocation of attributes to clusters, in which there is no

statistically significant difference among the attributes inside any cluster. We

considered each of the attributes as an independent sample and therefore the analysis

corresponded to multiple comparisons of means (Ramsey and Schafer 1997). A large

number of pairwise comparisons compounds statistical uncertainty. We used the

Tukey HSD (honest significant difference) method to counteract this problem, which

considers a familywise confidence level (Ramsey and Schafer 1997). Two means, yi

yj, are declared not equal if lyi yjl > HSD; HSD = multiplier*standard error, the

multiplier is q(a, number of groups, degrees of freedom), statistic that can be

obtained from a Studentized Range Distribution (Kuehl 2000). We set significance at
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1% due to the large sample size (a = 0.01). In the case of the structural product

group, the 1% significance corresponded to an HSD of 0.5. The group of means in

which we found no statistically significant differences was the set with a maximum

of 5.5 (Dimensionally stable) and a minimum of 5 (Low Cost). Two other groups of

means were found. We named the groups as High Importance or "a" (averages

greater than 5.5), Medium Importance or "b" (averages between 5 and 5.5) and Low

Importance or "c" (averages below 5). Any number of clusters can be defined using

this method. The analysis demonstrated that three clusters were adequate for both the

structural and the engineered wood products group, whereas only two clusters were

appropriate for the appearance group. This categorization proved adequate for a

subsequent QFD application (Cohen 1995).

Results

The purpose of this article is to analyze the environmental concerns and

related characteristics of US architects. Another article, to be published soon, will

elaborate on the whole set of attributes identified by architects. Still, the conclusions

and managerial implications draw attention to some issues beyond the environmental

context.

The survey was successful in reaching the owner or chief architect of

architecture firms: only 40 out of the 375 respondents (10.6%) were non-owners.

Regarding other demographic characteristics, just over thirty percent (30.4%) of the

chief architects or owners of architecture firms are younger than 46 years old, almost

the same proportion as professionals 57 or older (30.7%). Finally, there are less than

5 employees in 60% of the responding architecture firms.

During the qualitative interviews, architects named Environmentally

sustainable (Sustainability: "a state or process that can be maintained indefinitely",

I1DA 1999, p.2) as a very important attribute that they consider in all product groups.

When probed more deeply, architects showed differences in their understanding of
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the concept of environmental sustainability. Our mail questionnaire specifically

addressed this issue, by first asking about the importance of Environmentally

sustainable as a self-defined concept. A second section of the questionnaire

investigated the real meaning of this concept for architects.

We were surprised to find that Environmentally sustainable as a self-defined

concept is only a medium-importance attribute ("b" category), although this attribute

appeared very clearly during the qualitative interviews. Environmentally sustainable

is one of the three least important attributes in both the structural and appearance

groups, but is in a better position in the engineered wood products group. This makes

sense as these products were introduced as environmentally friendly, since they can

be manufactured with wood coming from fast-growing plantations, under-utilized

species, or smaller, second-growth trees, and have been promoted as utilizing less

fiber than solid wood products.

We also hypothesized that younger architects would be "greener" than older

ones (in other words, we hypothesized that the attribute Environmentally sustainable

would be rated higher by younger architects). The difference between people older

and younger than 46 years old is not statistically significant (two-sided p-value of

0.23).

The attribute Environmentally sustainable from the structural product group

was analyzed separately in four regions of the US. There is suggestive evidence of a

statistically significant difference (One-way ANOVA analysis: p-value of 0.065).

The West region (Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, and California) was the highest with

an average of 5.3 (on a scale of 1 to 7) and the average for other regions was 5.0, 5.0

and 4.6. If the West is taken out of the analysis, the other three regions were not

significantly different from one another (p-value of 0.25).

The lower relative importance of Environmentally sustainable with respect to

other attributes suggests that US architects are currently more concerned about other

aspects of wood materials, essentially technical issues, than about sustainability.
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Figure 2 shows the perceptions of architects regarding three different

environmental actions that wood products companies can perform. Specifically, for

each product group, architects were asked to indicate, with a 1 to 7 scale, which

feature about a company or the products of a firm would make the Environmentally

sustainable claim of the company more believable. It is important to comment that

although Environmentally sustainable was a self-defined attribute in the

questionnaire, the perceptions of architects regarding the following three

environmental actions allows inference regarding what Environmentally sustainable

really means for this group of professionals.

The three possible actions and the definitions (between quotes) given to

architects were:

i. Third-party certified wood products: "Wood materials that a third-party

(independent) certifies as being grown and harvested in an environmentally

friendly manner".

Lumber coming from plantations instead of natural forests: This

environmental action was used in the case of the structural group and the

engineered wood products group. In the case of the appearance group, the

action was changed to US or Canadian hardwood lumber instead of tropical

lumber, to reflect the likely use of hardwood lumber or veneer in furniture

and exposed applications.

Reputation of the company: "The company, through communication

campaigns, shows itself as a serious firm committed to environmentally

friendly practices".
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We further hypothesized that action number iii would receive a very low

rating, consistent with statements from authors like Ottman (1998, p. 138) who

claims, "...the American public believes just about any societal group- not-for

profits, the EPA, local government officials, even the press- before business large or

small. Third parties help bolster industry's weak credibility". A quick look at figure

2 shows that although Third-party certified wood products is regarded as most

important by architects (with a mean value of 5.4, regardless of the product group),

the use of Lumber coming from plantations instead of natural forests and

environmental advertising campaigns (Reputation of the company) have levels of

importance that are not much less (mean values of 4.9 and 4.8, respectively). If

-J
-00 US or Canadian instead of tropical
0

12
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separate One-way ANOVA's are run for the structural, appearance and engineered

wood products groups, Third-party certified wood products proves to have a

statistically significant difference with the other two categories, regardless of the

product group. There is no statistically significant difference between the two other

categories (two-sided p-value from t-test: between 0.21 and 0.43 for the different

product groups). It is important to emphasize that the high similarity of the standard

deviations of the different environmental actions (between 1.5 and 1.7) is a crucial

assumption behind the use of ANOVA's (Ramsey and Schafer 1997), and therefore

the means can be said to be different. In summary, the action Third-party certified

wood products is at one higher level of importance than Lumber coming from

plantations instead of natural forests (US or Canadian hardwood lumber instead of

tropical lumber in the case of the appearance group), and communication campaigns

(Reputation of the company).

Limitations

The data analysis revealed an important source of error regarding the order in

which the attributes inside each product group were presented to respondents.

Dillman (2000) reports that other authors have asserted that people analyze all the

categories before answering a question in a questionnaire. Therefore, the order of the

attributes should not be an issue. He also notes that results from other studies

contradict these findings. Before conducting the survey, we expected that both

Environmentally sustainable and Low cost would be highly rated. Therefore, half of

the questionnaires sent out had Environmentally sustainable and Low cost in the first

and second position and the other half had them in the last and second-to-last

position. While no statistically significant difference was found with Low cost, a

persistent significant difference in the mean importance of Environmentally

sustainable was found in each of the three product groups. In fact, this attribute

received a lower weight when placed at the beginning than when placed at the end of
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the set of attributes, regardless of the product group (two-sided p-values of 0.02, 0.02

and 0.004) (Both the weight of Environmentally sustainable when placed at the

beginning and when placed at the end are shown in Table 2. The average is shown

between parentheses). This variability means Environmentally sustainable may fit in

either the "b" or "c" category of the structural group. The other groups show stable

attribute memberships. This result will be kept for posterior stages of the study in

order to estimate if it impacts the overall conclusions. We suggest this outcome

means that most people did not read all parts of a question before answering.

Environmentally sustainable receives a higher rating when placed at the end because

people have already assessed the other more technically oriented attributes. When in

the first position, the respondent does not have a frame of reference for measuring

the importance of Environmentally sustainable. We do not expect other attributes to

have this kind of problem because all other attributes are of a technical nature.

Environmentally sustainable is a social context attribute and therefore we theorize

that its importance increases after taking into account all other technical issues. Low

cost, a practical attribute, supports this hypothesis because it was rated similarly

regardless of its position in the questionnaire.

Conclusions and Managerial Implications

There are several conclusions and managerial implications from this research

effort. First, unlike previous studies, we specifically measured the importance of

environmental issues among architects and related that to other technical issues

considered by architects. This feature of our study allows inference about specific

actions that wood products companies can undertake to make wood products

substitution less likely. Also important, we asked about specific environmental

actions that wood products companies can undertake, allowing inference regarding

what Environmentally sustainable specifically means for architects



The attribute Environmentally sustainable receives a medium-level

importance ("b") in all product groups. Interestingly, its importance increases when

architects are forced to consider other attributes at the same time, as was discussed in

Limitations. This issue and the high importance obtained by quality or appearance

attributes form the basis of our main recommendation regarding the content of

environmental ads targeted to architects: to address a dual issue in the advertising,

both a quality or appearance feature and an environmental one. Importantly, the

quality or appearance issue changes depending on the product group. Table 3 gives

specific recommendations for the content of environmental ads. Suggestions for

headlines are also given, stated as the most important part of an advertisement

(Hitchon 1991)

Table 3 Some suggestions for the content of environmental ads targeting
architects

Wood Product
Group

Structural
products group

Appearance
products group

Engineered wood
products roup

Content Recommendations

Headline: Use of plantation lumber
Quality issue: Uniform quality of the material or

availability
Environmental issue: Third-party certification
Headline: Use of US or Canadian lumber instead

of tropical lumber
Appearance issue: It is real wood, with its appearance,

warmth and tactile characteristics
Environmental issue: Third-party certification
Headline: Use of plantation lumber
Quality issue: Uniform quality of the material or

dimensional stability
Environmental issue: Third-party certification
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The quality or appearance attributes named in the examples in Table 3

received some of the highest levels of importance in the survey and they have

interesting managerial implications of their own. One case is Uniform quality, a top
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two attribute in both the structural and the engineered wood product groups (see

Table 2). Architects complained during the qualitative interviews about a general

decrease in the quality of wood products, which is consistent with the findings of

Eastin et al. (2001), Weinfurter and Hansen (1999), and Hansen and Bush (1996).

Another case concerns two attributes rated as most important in the appearance

group: Appearance, warmth and tactile sensation of the material and Honest

material. It is important to explain the meaning of these attributes. Architects

expressed in the interviews that the grain and texture of wood are unique, thus

appearance does not explain the concept adequately. Instead, Appearance, warmth

and tactile sensation gives an holistic approach to the concept. Honest material

simply means that architects like that a material is what it appears to be. This result

suggests that it does not matter how well a plastic material imitates the wood grain,

architects will still demand that if the material seems to be wood it must be wood!

As a general conclusion, environmental issues must be part of the technical

and marketing efforts of wood products companies, but they are only one of several

other quality and appearance features that architects consider when specifying

materials for a construction project. Therefore, wood products companies have a

two-fold challenge ahead of them, improving quality, appearance and environmental

aspects of their materials as well as effectively communicating those aspects to their

customers. If firms do not succeed in this challenge, the ever-increasing pool of

alternative products available to architects may continue to take market share from

wood products.
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Abstract

This paper presents a methodology for identifying and weighing the

importance of product attributes used by a key customer group. We are using the

wood products industry and architects to illustrate the technique. This is the first of a

total of three parts of an investigation that seeks to improve the customer orientation

of wood products companies, while keeping an eye on the competition, specifically

substitute products. The study is cross-cultural including the United States and Chile.

We determined that US architects use a total of 24 major material selection attributes

in three product groups: structural, appearance, and engineered wood products

(Chilean architects use 23). Also important, architects of both countries are rather

similar: they are concerned about a diminishing quality of wood materials and they

appreciate "honest" materials (the material is what it seems to be). The major

difference between architects from the two countries stems from environmental

issues, which are of far less importance to Chilean than to U.S. architects.

A METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING AND STUDYING KEY
CUSTOMER GROUP NEEDS

24

Keywords: Product Substitution, Architects, Competition Factors, Product Design

Attributes



Introduction

Most research efforts have analyzed product substitution in retail settings,

mainly inside a product category (Anupindi and Maqbool 1998) (Walters 1991).

Only a few studies have considered product substitution beyond those boundaries.

One example is a study by Eastin et al. (2001) that examined trends of material

substitution in the US residential construction industry. They attempted to explain

the reasons for material substitution by analyzing the change of preferences over

time by customers with regard to several product attributes. The authors argued that

any product could be viewed as a generic one that can be differentiated from similar

products by considering how these products vary among just a few attributes highly

valued by end-users.

Product substitution means changes in customer behavior. The archetypical

answer to this problem would be studying and listening to customer wants and

shifting needs. Recent studies have shown, however, that successful companies do

not hear the opinion of all their customers, but just that of lead customers, defined as

innovative organizations or individuals that adopt new products, services or

technologies (Ungson and Trudel 2001). These early adopters are watched and

emulated later by the majority (Hawkins et. al. 1998) (Rogers 1995). There is a final

component in this conundrum, as pointed by Hansen and Bush (1999). They noted

that it is not enough for a company to hear the opinion of the right customer. Instead,

they stated that long-term business success of any firm is conditioned by a

commitment to both understand customer requirements, and to continually assess

how costly is to meet those requirements.

This article outlines a method for identification of a key customer group and

the subsequent study of their wants and needs, considering the influence that

substitute products have in the specific product attributes that the customer group

considers. We used the wood products industry and a key customer group,

architects, to illustrate the technique.

25
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The US construction industry is a main wood product user - new residential

and non-residential construction represented almost one-half of US sawn softwood

consumption (UNECE 2001). Therefore, trends in material substitution in the

construction industry are directly impacting the wood products industry (Eastin et. al.

2001). Indeed, steel wall framing and poured concrete floors have increased market

share between 1997 and 2000, whereas wood lost an average 2.5% market share in

walls, floors and roofs during the same period (Wood Promotion Update 2001). The

market share lost by the wood products industry amounts to approximately US$ 270

million in annual revenue. Thus, it is relevant to determine possible causes that are

sparking this material substitution.

This research effort is part of a greater study that intends to improve the

customer orientation of wood products companies, while maintaining a competition

focus, specifically on substitute products. Also important, the globalization of the

wood products industry suggested consideration of two countries: the U.S. and Chile.

Chile is an interesting country to consider, given that Chilean wood products are

gaining significant market share in selected US wood products markets (Wagner and

Hansen In press).

Conceptual Model

We will briefly examine the conceptual model of the full project, and how the

part reported in this paper fits into the bigger picture. Figure 3 shows a matrix

depicting customer needs and competitive advantages of companies. The competitive

advantages of companies are our operationalization of business strategy, the

elements to ponder in order to determine which are more important for satisfying

customer needs, the ultimate focus of this research.

Customer needs and competitive advantages are related through a

relationship matrix, which allows transforming weights of customer needs into

weights of competitive advantages. The whole matrix is an adaptation of the main
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quality chart or "house of quality" used in Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

(Cohen 1995). In that respect, it is possible to say that QFD gives a framework for

the whole investigation. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is one of the tools

developed under the concept of Total Quality Management (TQM). TQM can be

defined as a set of concepts and tools for getting all employees involved in

continuous improvement of aspects important to the customer (Day, 1994). We

prefer Day's (1994 p. 47) definition of QFD: "aids the integration of customer

requirements into the design process and measures the cost of quality". In our words,

QFD is a technique that takes customer wants and needs, written in the language of

the customer, and translates those needs into weights of design parameters, written in

a technical language. QFD was originally used in new product development, but

applications have since diversified (Bossert 1991).

In a traditional QFD application, customer needs are compared with design

parameters of products. In our study, customer needs are compared with the

competitive advantages of companies. It is important to emphasize that our study

considers competitive advantages of wood products companies. On the other hand,

the customer needs correspond to material design attributes that go beyond the wood

material. These design attributes allow a comparison between wood and substitute

products, therefore assessing which attributes constitute features that wood must

better satisfy in order to gain market share from competing products.
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The focus of this article is the determination of the customer needs. Figure 3

shows that the Customer needs stage consists of 3 separate steps: The first step is the

selection of the customer group (first set of interviews), and is detailed in the next

section. Once the customer group was defined, the customer wants and needs were

identified with the help of the second set of interviews. A survey is used to

accomplish the next task of determining the initial weights of customer needs. In an

intermediate step, Competition factors are identified. These are factors that alter the

initial weights of the customer needs, recognizing that survey respondents generally

answer questionnaires with too narrow a notion of competing products or substitutes.

Those competition factors allow calculation of the final weights of customer needs.

These final weights are the main input for latter stages of our investigation, but also

have a great importance of their own, and are therefore reported here.
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Methods

The Methods section first covers the selection of the customer group, and

then the qualitative and quantitative procedures employed for determining customer

wants and needs. Finally, identification of competition factors is discussed.

Selecting the Customer Group: Overview

Selection of a customer group is a key feature in any marketing study. It is

not always evident which group of people is the most adequate to investigate in order

to answer the questions of interest. In this case, use of QFD means that key customer

groups must be analyzed separately. It is not advisable to combine in the same matrix

weights of attributes of two or more groups of customers. The main problem stems

from the difficulty of knowing the overall importance of one group of customers

with respect to the other. On the other hand, we cannot expect a representative from

one group to fairly compare the importance of his or her needs to the needs of a

representative of another group; the representatives can only speak for themselves

(Cohen 1995). Therefore, any QFD application should select one and only one

customer group.

We focused our investigation on the construction industry and those customer

groups involved in the material specification for residential and non-residential

projects. These specifiers may include architects, construction firms/contractors,

structural engineers, and final owners. Nowadays most new homes and apartments

are built prior to sale, therefore the owner of a new home may not have much

influence on material selection. Construction firms, architects, and structural

engineers, however, interact in the material selection process.

The overall question that the selected customer group must answer is, what

can increase the appeal of wood so that you will select it instead of competing

materials? As a first decision, we discarded contractors as a possible customer group,

for two reasons: First, although construction companies actually buy the construction

29
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materials, the influence of specifiers like architects or structural engineers in the

material specification process of medium and large construction projects is very

relevant, as was supported by 20 interviews with architects and civil engineers in the

US and Chile. Architects are especially influential in projects where differentiation is

a main concern, like high-end condominiums, showrooms, corporate headquarters,

etc. On the other hand, the importance of civil or structural engineers grows in

industrial projects. Second, previous research shows that it is very difficult to obtain

a representative sample of contractors, with poor response rates that range between a

7 and a 14 % (Alderman, 2001) (Eastin et. al. 2001) (Fell et al. 2001).

Based on this information we concluded that our customer group should be

either architects or civil engineers, and conducted further analyses in order to choose

between these two customer groups.

Selecting the Customer Group: First Set of Interviews

We conducted Conjoint and Cluster Analyses in order to learn about the

material preferences of our two professional groups of interest. In that regard, we

selected a sample of 20 civil engineers and architects (5 US engineers, 9 US

architects, 2 Chilean engineers and 4 Chilean architects). Professionals from both

countries were faced with the same Conjoint analysis design, basically a set of cards

depicting different materials (wood, steel, masonry) with different attributes

(environmental sustainability, cost, familiarity of the workforce with the material,

and availability), in order to assess cultural and professional differences. Use of

Conjoint Analysis showed a difference between the sampled Chilean and US

architects (and engineers) regarding environmental issues. The US architects were

very aware of environmentally certified wood products. They try to foster the use of

environmentally friendly products, as was clearly pointed out during the open-ended

questions of the interviews. With one exception, US engineers were not aware of
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environmentally certified wood products. Also, neither Chilean architects nor

engineers consider environmental issues as an attribute when selecting a material.

Table 4 shows the utilities (regression coefficients with reversed signs) of the

attribute Environmentally sustainable (Sustainability: "a state or process that can be

maintained indefinitely", IlDA 1999, p.2) for the 20 respondents. It is remarkable

how well this attribute separates people from the two countries. It is important to

emphasize that the respondents could not fabricate these utilities (part worths),

because they were implicit in their answers regarding material preferences.

Table 4 Utilities (in decreasing order) of the attribute "Environmental
sustainability" for US and Chilean architects and engineers.

US engineer 2.00 Chilean engineer 0.75

US engineer 2.00 Chilean architect 0.50

US architect 2.00 US engineer 0.25

US architect 2.00 US engineer 0

US architect 1.50 US architect 0

US architect 1.50 US architect 0

US architect 1.50 Chilean engineer 0

US architect 1.25 Chilean architect -0.25

US architect 0.75 Chilean architect Fo"--

US engineer 0.75 Chilean architect -LA

Cluster analysis allowed us to group individuals according to demographic

information as well as the likeness of their preferences; in other words, the procedure

grouped respondents according to the similarity of the importance (utilities) they

assigned to each attribute in the conjoint analysis application. The most interesting

clustering resulted when using all variables and when labeling by profession and

country. The dendogram in Figure 4 shows how respondents are linked together

according to the similarity of their preferences. The more to the right the link
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between two respondents, the more dissimilar they are. The sampled US

professionals tended to fit in one cluster (shown with a dotted line) while Chilean

professionals tended to fit in another cluster (shown with a continuous line),

suggesting that cultural differences make the material preferences of professionals of

both countries radically different. This result indicated that separate matrices like

Figure 3 would have to be developed for both Chile and the US.

In order to test the objectivity of the clusters, we ran a set of t-tests among the

clustering variables (Harrigan 1985), in order to assess differences among the

clusters with respect to each of the variables. T-tests showed a statistically significant

difference in 4 of the 7 clustering variables (two-sided p-values <0.05), somewhat

supporting the objectivity of the clusters. We also used a K-means clustering

algorithm, requiring two groups. This algorithm rendered all US professionals but

one in one of the clusters, providing additional evidence of a difference between the

US and Chile. It is important to comment that the difference between the two

countries persisted, even when environmentally sustainable was not considered as a

clustering variable. Finally, and most important for this research, clusters tended to

have both architects and engineers of a certain country (either the US or Chile). In

other words, the data suggests that even if the importance of Environmentally

sustainable separates architects from engineers, it seems that the other attributes blur

that difference and make professional groups of a single country quite similar when

considering all the attributes.
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Figure 4 Architects and engineers dendogram, using average linkage (Between

Groups)

The small sample size makes any inference to the total populations only

tentative. Still, the objective of the analyses was to compare, even in a limited

fashion, the material preferences of architects and engineers. Our results are

consistent with those of Kozak and Cohen (1999), who found almost no significant

differences between these two professional groups regarding construction material

preferences.

We selected architects, and not structural engineers, as the customer group

for this study for two reasons. First, the forest products industry targets architects

with environmental advertising (Wagner and Hansen 2002). Second, we were

interested in measuring the environmental preferences of one of the key parties

involved in the material selection decision for construction projects. The results of

our Conjoint and Cluster analyses unequivocally point at architects as the most

environmentally concerned professional group. Indeed, architects are seen to be a
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lead customer group regarding environmental issues, and therefore were an

appropriate group for this research (IIDA 1999).

Identifying Customer Wants and Needs: Second Set of Interviews

A second set of interviews was conducted with practicing architects (4 in

Chile and 13 in the US). The interviewees were carefully selected to ensure a good

dispersion of answers. In the US, the size of the company and the city where the

architect worked were important criteria used when selecting the respondents.

The interviews included two parts. The purpose of the first part was to

identify a classification of wood products consistent with the way architects specify

wood materials. Thus, a preliminary classification was constructed based on personal

knowledge and a literature review. The interviews confirmed the adequacy of the

preliminary classification: a structural group, where the main requirements are

strength and structural properties, an a_ppearance group, where aesthetics is the key

requirement, and an engineered wood products group where both strength properties

and appearance issues are relevant. Architects unanimously backed this

categorization as one that fits the way they select construction materials. Table 5

defines the groups in more detail.

Table 5 Wood product groups as defined by architects

Product properties that Specific products that fit
are important for each into the groups
group
Strength and structural
properties

Aesthetic properties Hardwood decorative panels
+ moldings + finishing
materials

Strength and aesthetic
properties

Softwood lumber + softwood
plywood + Oriented Strand
Board

GlueLam, I-Beams, etc.
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The second part of the interview was an open question asking architects

about the good and bad characteristics of wood products. They were also asked about

what can increase the appeal of wood so that it will be preferred over competing

materials, like steel, concrete or plastics. Respondents answered the same question

for each of the three product groups. The different number of interviews in the US

and Chile (13 and 4) required the use of a different criterion for identifying the final

set of attributes utilized in each country. In the Chilean case, the small number of

interviews meant that we kept all attributes named by the interviewees, whereas in

the US we kept only the attributes named by at least 4 persons. Architects used a

very similar language for expressing the design concepts they consider, making

attribute categorization and identification fairly easy. The actual attributes

determined through the interviews are communicated in the first column of Table 6

and Table 7.

Determining Weights of Customer Needs: Mail Questionnaire

A carefully constructed mail questionnaire was developed based on

information from interviews and the extant literature in order to assess the

importance of the attributes identified in the interviews. The US and the Chilean case

were analyzed separately.

US mail questionnaire

In the US we pursued a nationally representative measure of the opinion of

the owner or chief architect of architect offices. We felt these individuals would be

the most knowledgeable about design and material selection.

The mailing process was an adaptation of the Tailored Design Method

(Dillman 2000). We sent 1200 questionnaires, expecting a response rate of about

30%, while still meeting the target of approximately 380 returned questionnaires, for

a sampling error of 5% (Dillman, 2000). We received 375 validly answered
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questionnaires, for a 34% response rate, discounting non-deliverables. This response

rate compares well with other studies that involved architects (Kozak and Cohen

1997) (Damery and Fisette 2001). We will only describe how we controlled for non-

response error, although we also monitored the two other types of survey error,

namely, coverage, and measurement (Dillman 2000). Regarding non-response error,

a common method is to assume that late respondents (second mailing) are more

similar to non-respondents than early respondents (first mailing) (Armstrong and

Overton 1977). We compared early respondents to late respondents on a total of 30

attributes, and we found only one statistically significant difference (two-sided p-

value <0.05). One significant p-value out of 30 can happen just by chance, so there

is no evidence of non-response error.

Chilean questionnaire

Cultural reasons make it very difficult to obtain survey responses in Chile.

Mail questionnaires inevitably end up in the trash. Therefore, the approach was to

select a convenience sample of the largest architect offices (sample size of 85), most

of which are located in the Santiago metro area. Importantly, the Chilean survey was

conducted in Spanish and it incorporated the design attributes identified through the

Chilean interviews. The survey methodology used, feasible because of the small

sample size, was to first send the questionnaire by mail, and then follow up by

phone. On average, each architect office was called 15 times to obtain the 53

answers (a 62% response rate)!

Competition Factors

Certain characteristic(s) of a construction material (say, dimensional stability)

induce customers to select it as the material to be used (e.g., steel) instead of

competing materials (Eastin et al. 2001). Clearly some materials inherently meet

certain quality characteristics better than others. Surveys are generally ineffective for
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identifying those differences among materials, because respondents answer

questionnaires with too narrow a notion of competing products or substitutes. In that

respect, it is essential to introduce concepts of Kano's quality typology (Cohen

1995), which divides quality characteristics into three different categories:

Expected quality: These are characteristics of the product that the customer

expects to be present. Customers normally do not ask for them in market

research, but if this quality is absent, it causes dissatisfaction (therefore called

dissatisfiers) (Cohen 1995) (Bossert 1991).

Desired quality: These characteristics, also called satisfiers, are something

that customers want in their products and usually ask for them in surveys.

The more of a satisfier, the happier customers will be (Cohen 1995).

Exciting quality: These characteristics, called delighters by Cohen (1995), are

product attributes that are pleasant surprises that greatly satisfy customers

when they first encounter them (like happened several years ago with cup

holders in cars). By definition, customers can't expect exciting quality, so if

this kind of characteristic is missing, customers will not be dissatisfied

(Akao, 1990).

We are introducing here a new concept that we coined Competition factors.

Competition factors introduce the material substitution influence into the problem by

taking into account the existence of customer needs that correspond to either

expected or exciting qualities. The competition factor of each attribute is formed by

the multiplication of the improvement ratio and the sales point, constituting an

adaptation of the method applied by Cohen (1995) (See figure 5), as explained

below:

Improvement ratio: If steel, concrete, or a plastic product meets an architect

requirement, another material, like wood, is expected to fulfill the requirement at

least equally well (expected quality). Undoubtedly, such an attribute is more

important to satisfy than a requirement where the competition of wood does not

do well at all, which can constitute a delighter (exciting quality), as has been
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discussed previously. The improvement ratio enhances the importance of

attributes where our material of interest (wood) is in a disadvantageous position

regarding substitute products, thus is product-specific. (Figure 5).

Sales point: The sales point enhances the importance of attributes that

encourage sales on their own, regardless of the type of material that is

considered, thus is attribute-specific. The sales point may show issues where

wood is in an advantageous position regarding substitute products (Figure 5).

Competition factor = Improvement ratio*Sales point
1.5, if Steel, Concrete or Plastic fulfill the need much better than wood
1.2, if Steel, Concrete or Plastic somehow better than wood
1.0, no or unknown difference

1.5, if attribute by its own strongly encourages sales
Sales point 1.2, if attribute by its own moderately encourages sales

1.0, if attribute represents no clear sales point

Improvement ratio =

Figure 5 Competition factors for wood (material of interest), considering
substitute materials (steel, concrete and plastics)

The competition factors were determined using expert opinion. Three

architects in the US provided values for the Improvement ratio and Sales point

according to the rule depicted in Figure 5. The Delphi technique was used to gather

expert opinion (Clayton 1997). Reasonable convergence was defined by answers that

could not contain extremes, i.e., the combination of levels 1.0, 1.0 and 1.2 was

acceptable, but not 1.0, 1.0, and 1.5. In the first round of the US case, perfect

agreement (for example, 1.0, 1.0, and 1.0) was reached in 39 of the 48 decisions (24

attributes, 2 decisions per attribute). Convergence was reached in the second round.

In the Chilean case, only one architect could be reached to provide values for

the competition factors. We are using the values of that single person. The final

competition factors are reported in the central column of tables 6 and 7.
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Table 6 Attributes weights and categorization for US wood products

US Mean

Structural products
SD HSD

method
Competition
Factors (CF)

New means Range
due to CF method

Final
Groups

Material Available 5.83 0.89 a 1.5 8.75 a a

Uniform quality 5.63 1.25 a 1.8 10.14 a a

Dimensionally stable 5.53 1.29 b 1.8 9.96 a a

Adaptability 5.54 1.16 b 1.5 8.30 b b

Durability 5.17 1.41 b 1.5 7.75 b b

Knowledgeable work force 5.14 1.40 b 1.5 7.72 b b

Low cost 4.97 1.34 b 1.5 7.45 b b

Environmentally sustainable 4.96 (4.80 - 5.17) 1.49 b 1.5 7.2 - 7.76 b b

Fire concern 4.23 1.60 c 1.2 5.07 c c

US Mean SD HSD Competition New means Range Final

Appearance products method Factors (CF) due to CF method groups

Appearance, warmth, tactile 5.83 0.98 a 1.5 8.74 a a

Honest material 5.44 1.40 a 1.5 8.17 a a

Offgassing 4.87 1.60 b 1.2 5.85 b b

Environmentally sustainable 4.87 (4.69 - 5.08) 1.56 b 1.5 7.04 - 7.62 b* b*

Durability 4.84 1.60 b 1.5 7.26 b b

Low cost 4.50 1.38 b 1.5 6.75 b b

US Engineered Mean SD HSD Competition New means Range Final

Wood Products method Factors (CF) due to CF method groups

Uniform quality 6.05 0.87 a 1.8 10.89 a a

Dimensionally stable 6.03 0.94 a 1.8 10.86 a a

Strong material 5.90 0.99 a 1.2 7.07 b b

Adaptability 5.39 1.17 a 1.5 8.09 b b

Environmentally sustainable 5.05 (4.84 - 5.31) 1.47 b 1.5 7.26 - 7.97 b b

Feasibility of curves 4.76 1.54 b 1.5 7.13 b b

Low cost 4.76 1.29 b 1.5 7.13 b b

Offgassing 4.43 1.68 c 1.2 5.32 c c

Appearance, warmth, tactile 4.16 1.74 c 1.2 4.99 c c

* The variability of the importance may make this attribute to belong to the "a" or to the "b" category.
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* In this case, just one person provided the competition factors.

Analysis

Tables 6 and 7 provide the customer needs for the US and Chile, respectively.

The respondents were asked to assign a value for each attribute in each product

group, according to the level of importance that the feature has in the material

specification process. The scale used corresponds to a 1 to 7 Likert-type scale, from

Less important (1) to More Important (7). Tables 6 and 7 display the attribute names

and their mean and standard deviation in the three left columns. The remaining

columns depict two categorization systems. The competition factors are reported in

the middle of the chart. It is also important to clarify the meaning of some attributes.

Adaptability refers to the simplicity with which wood elements can be trimmed to the

correct length. On the other hand, Feasibility of curves refers to either the possibility

Chilean
Structural Products

Mean SD HSD
method

Competition New means
Factors (CF) due to CF

Range
method

Final
groups

Structural properties 5.91 1.18 a 1.2 7.09 a a

Durability and maintenance 5.79 1.20 a 1.2 6.95 a a

Uniform quality 5.75 1.31 a 1.2 6.90 a a

Appearance 5.60 1.27 a 1.5 8.40 a a

Low cost 5.25 1.28 a 1.2 6.30 a a

Fast construction 5.15 1.42 a 1.2 6.18 a a

Fire concern 4.79 1.49 a 1.2 5.75 b b

Lack of constructive solutions 4.02 1.64 b 1.2 4.82 b b

Chilean Mean SD HSD Competition New means Range Final

Appearance products method Factors (CF) due to CF method groups
Appearance, warmth, tactile 6.58 0.57 a 1.5 9.87 a a

Honest material 6.19 0.90 b 1.5 9.29 a a

Durability and maintenance 5.87 0.90 b 1.5 8.81 a a

Feasibility of curves 5.32 1.46 b 1.5 7.98 b b

Material easy to refurbish 5.23 1.32 b 1.2 6.28 c c

Low cost 4.42 1.26 c 1.8 7.96 b b

Chilean Engineered Mean SD HSD Competition New means Range Final

Wood Products method Factors (CF) due to CF method groups
Uniform quality 6.10 0.81 a 1.44 8.78 a a

Durability and maintenance 6.06 0.98 b 1.5 9.09 a a

Appearance 6.00 1.00 b 1.5 9.00 a a

Feasibility of curves 5.88 1.16 b 1.5 8.82 a a

Fire concern 5.77 1.11 b 1.2 6.92 b b

Glue quality 5.60 1.41 b 1.2 6.72 c c

Low cost 5.04 1.33 b 1.44 7.26 b b

Lack of competitors 4.88 1.34 b 1.5 7.32 b b

Lack of constructive solutions 4.74 1.61 c 1.2 5.69 c c
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of installing the wood material over a curved surface or to build curved wood

elements, like curved laminated beams. Finally, Offgassing refers to the concern

about harmful vapors coming out of a material when in use.

We decided to categorize attributes in importance groups, in order to take

into account that the measurement methods may be showing a difference among

attributes that corresponds only to sampling variation. In other words, we decided to

consider statistical significance. In that respect, we defined that attributes will be

categorized in a maximum of three groups: "a" for important attributes, "b" for

attributes of medium importance, and "c" for low importance attributes. The notion

is that attributes inside a group (say, "a" attributes) are not significantly different

among each other, but the difference becomes significant if attributes from two

importance groups are considered (if comparing, say, attributes from groups "a" and

We developed two categorization systems: the first (HSD method) is a

strictly statistical technique, whereas the second method (range method) introduces

the competition factors into the problem. The classification of attributes in

importance groups incorporating the competition factors is a key feature in our intent

to determine which attributes are really important for satisfying customer needs,

while considering the influence of substitute products.

HSD Categorization Method

The allocation of attributes to groups according to their level of importance

can be approached in several ways. We will consider each of the attributes as an

independent sample and therefore the analysis will correspond to multiple

comparisons of means (Ramsey and Schafer 1997). The large number of all pairwise

comparisons compounds statistical uncertainty. The method selected for this problem

is the Tukey HSD (honest significant difference), which considers a familywise

confidence level (Ramsey and Schafer 1997). Two means yi, yi are declared not equal
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if IYi y1 > HSD; HSD = multiplier*standard error, multiplier is the q(a, number of

groups, degrees of freedom), statistic that can be obtained from a Studentized Range

Distribution (Kuehl 2000). The methodology orders the means from smallest to

largest. The biggest range (say means 1 and n) is analyzed and the rule for equality

of means is tested. If the difference between the means is larger than HSD, then

means 1 and (n-1) are analyzed, and also means 2 and n. If the difference is still

larger than HSD, the range then diminishes to 2 and (n-1) and so on.

We set significance at 1% due to the large sample sizes (a = 0.01). In the

case of US structural products, the 1% significance determined a HSD of 0.5. The

group of means that was found not significantly different was the set with a

maximum of 5.5 (Adaptability, Dimensionally stable) and a minimum of 5

(Environmentally sustainable, Low Cost): the attributes in that set got a "b"

importance. Means above and below that set are considered to be in other groups:

"a" and "c", respectively. Eventually, only two groups are defined or even one,

depending on the dispersion of the means of the attributes. US appearance products

and Chilean structural products are cases where less than 3 groups were defined.

Competition Factors and Range Method

The competition factors (CF) introduce the effect of substitute products on

the means, as well as the problem of different types of qualities, some of them more

important to meet than others. The CF were multiplied with the old means to produce

what is called "New means due to CF" (See Tables 6 and 7). These new means were

now categorized using a range method, which does not take into account the standard

deviations. So, for US structural products, the difference between the maximum and

the minimum new means (range) was 5.07. We are keeping the number of segments

defined by HSD, so the range is divided by three in order to define three segments:

5.07/3 = 1.69, that determines the segments "a": 8.47 10.16, "b": 6.77 8.46, and

"c": 5.07 6.76.
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The same procedure was followed with all product groups. Thus, at the end

we had two categorization methods. We decided to keep the classification of the

range method that takes into account the competition factors. It is important to

emphasize that the HSD technique is still providing the number of segments for each

product group even when using the range method.

The HSD and range methods produce quite similar segments in the US case,

providing evidence of internal consistency (Bagozzi 1994). That is not the case with

the Chilean product groups, where the methods produce quite different results. We

still kept the categorization of the range method in the latter case.

Results

The design attributes and specification criteria used by architects are

discussed in the following paragraphs. First, results of the US study are discussed,

followed by a cross-cultural comparison between the US and Chile, stressing

similarities and dissimilarities in the preferences of architects from both countries.

US Results

Environmentally sustainable and Low cost are two attributes that appear in all

three product segments. We were surprised that these two attributes received low

scores, especially in the case of Environmentally sustainable, because this attribute

was regarded as very important during the interviews. Environmentally sustainable

scores in the bottom three in both the structural and the appearance group, but

achieves a better position in the engineered wood products group. This makes sense

as these products were introduced as environmentally friendly. Engineered wood

products have been promoted as utilizing less fiber than solid wood products. They

also can be manufactured with wood coming from under-utilized species, smaller,

second-growth trees, or fast-growing plantations. The lower relative importance of

Environmentally sustainable and Low cost indicates that perhaps US architects are
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nowadays more concerned about other aspects of wood materials, essentially

technical issues, than about price of the material or sustainability.

Dimensionally stable is a US-exclusive attribute that received high scores in

both the structural and engineered wood products categories. Dimensional stability is

something that wood does not meet well, as compared with a competing material like

steel. Thus, it was expected that Dimensionally stable would be an attribute that

would receive a high improvement ratio by architects. Consistently, it got an

improvement ratio of 1.5 that caused the only change in the categorization of US

structural products, if comparing the HSD and the range method: Dimensionally

stable rises to the "a" category when using the range method.

Cross-Cultural Comparison of Architect Needs and Preferences

There are several interesting similarities and dissimilarities between Chile

and the US, as follows:

The US interviews clearly identified an environmentally related attribute in the

three product groups. On the other hand, Chilean architects did not mention an

environmentally related attribute in any of their product groups. This is

consistent with the results of the Conjoint analysis, where Chilean architects

generally did not show positive part worths for the attribute Environmentally

sustainable.

Low cost received quite low scores both in Chile and in the US. On the other

hand, the importance of Durability and maintenance is much higher in Chile than

in the US: In Chile this attribute is present in the three product groups in the top

three, whereas in the US achieves only secondary positions and exists in only

two product groups.

Architects in both countries identified similar attributes for both structural and

engineered wood products, suggesting that these product groups directly
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compete, as indeed is happening: Wide dimension lumber is continually losing

market share to engineered wood products, like I-Joists.

Uniform quality is an attribute that is in the top three regardless of the country

considered. During the US interviews, architects complained about a general

decrease in the quality of wood products, which is consistent with the findings of

Weinfurter and Hansen (1999) and Hansen and Bush (1996).

The score received by Fire concern in both Chile and in the US is much lower

than the literature suggests (Kozak and Cohen 1999). In the case of the US, it

was hypothesized that Fire concern would have a lower importance in the

Northwest, because wood is the traditional Northwest material. We tested for

differences in this attribute among 4 US regions and no statistically significant

differences were found (p-value = 0.10 from a One-way ANOVA).

Unique to the Chilean structural and engineered wood products category is the

attribute: Wood projects expensive because of lack of constructive solutions,

which has managerial implications discussed later.

Maybe the most interesting result concerns the appearance group. Despite the

language difference, architects from both countries worded two attributes in the

same way and those attributes received the two highest scores in the product

group, regardless of the country. The attributes are: Appearance, warmth and

tactile sensation of the material and Honest material. Architects in both countries

expressed in the interviews that the grain and texture of wood are unique, thus

appearance does not explain the concept adequately. Instead, Appearance,

warmth and tactile sensation gives an holistic approach to the concept. On the

other hand, Honest material simply means that architects like that the material is

what it seems to be.



Limitations

This study has limitations. First of all, one half of the interviewed US

engineers and one third of the interviewed US architects studied in Oregon

universities. The interviews just provided the attributes, not the weights of the

attributes, but the local tastes may have influenced the answers used in the Conjoint

and Cluster application. Also important, the US results come from a random sample

of 115,000 architects. These results are much more generalizable than Chilean

results, drawn from a convenience sample.

Cross-gender comparisons of preferences in the US were impossible because

93.9 % of the respondents were male (352 out of 375). Still, the survey was

successful in reaching the owner of each architect office. Only 40 out of the 375

respondents (10.6 %) were non-owners.

Data analysis revealed an important source of error regarding the order in

which the attributes inside each product group were presented to respondents.

Dillman (2000) suggests that people analyze all the categories before answering a

question in a questionnaire, but also notes that some research indicates otherwise.

Thus, the order of the attributes should not be an issue. Before conducting the study,

we expected that both Environmentally sustainable and Low cost would be highly

rated. Thus, half of the questionnaires sent out had Environmentally sustainable and

Low cost in the first and second position, while the other half had them in the last

and second-to-last position. Although Low cost did not show a statistically

significant difference, the mean importance of Environmentally sustainable was

significantly different in of each of the three product groups. Indeed, this last

attribute received a higher weight when placed at the end than when placed at the

beginning of the set of attributes, regardless of the product group (two-sided p-values

of 0.02, 0.02 and 0.004) (The weights of Environmentally sustainable when placed at

the beginning and when placed at the end are shown between parentheses next to the

mean of the attribute in Table 6). This variability means Environmentally sustainable

46
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may fit in either the "b" or "a" category of the appearance group. The other groups

did not show changes in the attribute memberships. We suggest this result implies

that most respondents did not read all the attributes before assigning the weights.

Environmentally sustainable receives a higher rating when placed at the end, because

people have already evaluated the other attributes. When allocated in the first

position, the respondent does not have a frame of reference for estimating the

importance of Environmentally sustainable. The other attributes are of a technical

nature, so we do not expect this kind of problem with the other attributes.

Environmentally sustainable is a social context attribute. Thus, we hypothesize that

its importance increases after considering all other technical issues. Low cost, a

practical attribute, supports this proposition because it obtained a similar score

regardless of its position in the questionnaire.

Contributions

The main contribution of this research effort is the development of a

methodology for selecting a key customer group of an industry, and subsequently,

determining its customer wants and needs, while considering the influence of

substitute products. The multidisciplinary nature of this research, which unites

concepts of Marketing, Total Quality Management, and Strategy, is also notable.

Managerial Implications

The methodology presented in this article is applicable to any industry and

any customer group. In that regard, there are two main areas that should be of

interest for managers. First, a common problem in real business settings is the need

to deal with different customer groups, while time or money constraints might

compel focusing marketing research efforts on only one group. This study provides a

painstaking approach for selecting a key customer group, which considers both

practical issues, like the inability to obtain reasonable response rates from certain
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customer groups; and more theoretical issues, like testing the objectivity of clusters

of customers.

Second, retail settings usually deal with product substitution problems, thus

retail executives can apply the competition factors concept to their situation. An

illustration would be the opening of a new supermarket in an area of a city attended

by an older store. The new supermarket may offer new and superior service, like

accepting debit cards, while the older establishment only accepts cash and checks.

Consumers may get used to the new service, which would evolve from being an

exciting quality to be an expected quality. So, even if the older supermarket is still

very convenient, the lack of some key features might cause important dissatisfaction

among its traditional customers, who may change their buying habits.

The reported results provide with several managerial implications for wood

products, construction, and real estate executives, as the outcomes of this study

permit a better understanding of an important professional group that has been

studied rather seldom: architects (Kozak and Cohen 1997) (Damery and Fisette

2001).

First of all, the low importance of Low cost for both Chilean and US

architects is consistent with the fact that they are specifiers, and not buyers of the

materials. The importance of Low Cost may improve drastically for other customer

groups, as should happen with construction firms, that actually purchase the

construction materials.

A cross-cultural analysis suggests that Chilean and US architects are rather

similar. The most important difference is the irrelevance that environmental issues

represent for the sampled Chilean architects, in opposition to their US peers. The

importance of environmental issues seemed to increase when US architects were

forced to consider other attributes at the same time, as was discussed in the

Limitations section. In conclusion, there are several issues than can be said about

marketing tactics targeting architects. The previous paragraph already reported that

price of the material is not an important feature for architects. Also important,
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architects consider environmental issues as part of the quality characteristics of the

product, and should not be treated separately. In other words, advertising targeting

architects should focus on both technical and environmental quality characteristics of

wood, and not only one of them. Importantly, the quality or appearance issue

changes depending on the product group. For example, Dimensional stability and

Uniform quality are very important quality features in both the structural and the

engineered wood products groups (Table 6).

There are several other results that have direct managerial implications.

Chilean and US architects coincide perfectly in the high importance they assigned to

the attributes Appearance, warmth and tactile sensation and Honest material of the

appearance product group. This result suggests that it does not matter how well a

plastic material imitates wood, architects will still demand that, if the material seems

to be wood, it must be wood!

US and Chilean wood products companies should acknowledge the fact that

architects of both countries are very concerned about a diminishing quality of wood

materials, which is consistent with the findings of Eastin et al. (2001), Weinfurter

and Hansen (1999), and Hansen and Bush (1996).

Regarding the US, two interesting wood product attributes are Adaptability

and Feasibility of Curves. They are of medium importance in both the structural and

engineered wood products groups. These characteristics are technical features that

steel does not meet well, thus they can constitute sources of differentiation.

Regarding Chile, there are two issues. First, Durability and maintenance of

wood products has a high importance in the three Chilean product groups. This

situation suggests that Chilean architects are concerned about the durability of any

wood product, and wood products companies targeting the Chilean market should

take this into account. Finally, firms that are trying to foster the consumption of

engineered wood products in Chile should acknowledge that Chilean architects

complain about a Lack of constructive solutions, making design with this product

type more time-consuming and thus, more costly. In the same respect, architects
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noted during the interviews that steel manufacturers provide plenty of constructive

solutions for their products.

As a final remark, wood products companies are challenged to both improve

quality, appearance and environmental aspects of their materials as well as to

effectively communicate those aspects to their customers. If those firms do not

respond to this challenge, wood products will continue losing market share to

alternative products.
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Executive Overview

In this article we describe the competitive orientation of wood products

companies by looking at key competitive advantages, and how they differ among

three wood product groups (structural, appearance, and engineered), as well as

between two countries, the U.S. and Chile. Competitive advantages were identified

through interviews with top executives in 35 U.S. and 8 Chilean firms.

We found that US structural product manufacturers share similar competitive

advantages with engineered wood products manufacturers, which suggests these

product groups directly compete, as indeed is happening. We also discovered that a

diverse product line (One stop shop) is an extremely important competitive

advantage for companies in the appearance market.

Many US companies treat innovation as a mere technical problem. We

suggest that companies should also emphasize Product and Business innovation, and

not exclusively Process innovation.

Chilean companies are world low-cost leaders in the production of white

woods. When examining differences between US and Chilean companies, the latter

place a low emphasis on Process innovation, which reflects their higher capital and

lower labor costs. On the other hand, US companies lack the Export orientation of

their Chilean peers. In that respect, US companies should aim at becoming global

companies, allocating activities in the most cost-efficient countries and regions.
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Wood Products Industry: A New Focus on the Customer and the
Competition

Establishing sustainable competitive advantage is recognized as key for long-

term business success in any industry. A large body of research exists on the topic,

yet very little has been done specific to the wood products industry 1. Existing

research has concluded that companies in the industry are primarily production and

cost-driven. While it can be said that this has worked in the past, the industry faced

important changes during the last decade. A new competitive environment evolved

consisting of global competitors, accelerated consolidation of the industry, threats

from substitute products like steel and plastics, pressure from environmental groups,

and shifts in channel power to big box retailers, like The Home Depot or Lowe's 2.

In this new competitive environment, production and cost-driven actions will

likely be insufficient to develop sustainable competitive advantage. In fact, 119

sawmills or 15% of the capacity was shut down or forced out of business in the US

between 1996 and 2002. Subsequent upgrading of remaining sawmills offset the loss

of capacity, which is one sign of the strong consolidation process that the wood

products industry is undergoing 3.

Researchers now suggest that a market orientation, a focus on both the

customer and the competition, is necessary for adequate business performance 4.

Here we explore a component of a research project designed to help wood products

companies improve their market orientation by determining those competitive

advantages held by companies that better satisfy customer needs. This article reports

just the competitor analysis of the study, in other words, we concentrate on the

analysis of the competitive advantages held by wood products firms, and how they

differ among product groups as well as between two countries, the U.S. and Chile.

Competitive advantages were identified through 43 interviews with wood products

company top executives (35 U.S. and 8 Chilean executives).
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The US and Chilean Wood Products Industry

US Industry

US timber harvest is the largest in the world, with total volume exceeding

600 million cubic meters 5. This raw material supplies two US industries, wood

products, and pulp and paper. The wood products sector had sales of $14.8 billion

during the first quarter of 2002, whereas the pulp and paper sector had sales of $37

billion in the same period 6. This article deals exclusively with the wood products

sector that we refer to throughout this article as the wood products industry.

US timber production is usually broken down into 4 main regions: the Pacific

Northwest, the Rocky Mountains, the South and the North. The Rocky Mountains as

well as the North area account for a relatively small percentage of total timber

harvest 7. Therefore, we focused our analysis on the Pacific Northwest and the South.

These two regions differ in several aspects, especially forestland area and land

ownership.

The Pacific Northwest has been noted as the wood capital of the world, and

the harvest of Douglas-fir dominated timber production in the country up until the

late 80's 8. The region is highly productive, although it is not very large (about 29.7

million hectares of forestland) 9. Only 32.6 % is private land (or about 9.7 million

hectares). This explains why the drastic harvest reduction on federal lands lead to

more than 50 sawmill closures during the last decade in the Pacific Northwest. This

harvest reduction was fostered by the surge of environmental concern. Public

opinion on this issue was greatly affected by the activities of increasingly organized

environmental groups.

The harvest decline in the Pacific Northwest promoted explosive growth in

the South that in 1990 surpassed the Pacific Northwest in timber harvest 10' 11 The

US South encompasses about 86.6 million hectares of timberland, and 88.1 % of that

area is privately owned, thus policy shifts in the management of federal lands does

not significantly affect timber production in the South.
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The South and Pacific Northwest are different in several other management

aspects, too. For example, a Pacific Northwest sawmill is typically larger than its

Southern peer, with average annual capacities of 176,100 m3 and 108,500 m3 of

lumber, respectively 12.

Chilean Industry

Chile and Brazil are the two main wood products producers in South

America, with total forest products exports valued at $5 billion in 2000 13. Wood

products companies in both countries share some similarities. Both industries rely

heavily on rapid-growth plantations established during recent decades. In Chile, a

little over 2 million hectares of rapid-growth species, mainly Radiata pine, have been

planted during the last 40 years 14. Chile bases its forest products production almost

exclusively on those plantations, although the country also possesses about 13.4

million hectares of native forests. It is important to note that only about 5 million of

those 13.4 million hectares are prone to some sort of harvest, because the remaining

area is conformed by national parks or is affected by other types of protection

policies 15.

Wood products production greatly exceeds internal demand, thus Chile is an

eager exporter of its forest products. Exports are targeted to diverse external markets

in Asia, Europe, and North and South America. The US accounted for 25 % of

Chilean exports during 2000, constituting the single most important destination for

Chilean wood products exports 16. This proportion is increasing, as the US

represented almost 28 % of Chilean exports by value during the first trimester of

2002 17. US wood imports from Chile are very small if compared with those from

Canada, but they are not marginal in certain segments, like softwood moldings,

where Chile is the main offshore supplier 18 It is therefore interesting and relevant to

compare the competitive advantages of Chilean and US wood products companies,

in order to assess strengths and weaknesses of the industry in both countries.



Customer Group Selection

New residential and non-residential construction utilized almost one half of

US sawn softwood in the year 2000 19. Hence, the construction industry is a key

market sector for the wood products industry. Also relevant, the evolving preferences

of those who specify the use of construction materials may greatly affect the

consumption of wood products. These specifiers may comprise construction

firms/contractors, architects, structural engineers, and new home purchasers.

Nowadays most new homes and apartments are already built prior to sale; therefore

the buyer of a new home may not have influence on material selection. Construction

firms, architects and structural engineers, however, interact in the material selection

process. Subsequent stages of this research required the selection of a customer

group, situation non uncommon in practical business situations, where money or

time restrictions require to focus marketing efforts on only one group of customers.

We chose architects as the key customer group in this study for several

reasons:

First, although construction companies actually buy the construction

materials, the influence of specifiers like architects or structural engineers in the

material specification process of any construction project is very relevant and largely

ignored by the general public. Interviews with architects and civil engineers of the

US and Chile supported this assertion. Architects are especially influential in

projects where differentiation is a main concern, like high-end condominiums,

showrooms, corporate headquarters, etc. On the other hand, the importance of civil

or structural engineers grows in industrial projects.

Second, architects and civil engineers generate the blueprints that largely

determine the materials to be used in any project. There are archetypal materials for

certain uses, like wood framing in the case of US homes. Nonetheless, dimensional

stability and the belief that steel is more environmentally friendly than wood are

causing some US architects to specify steel studs instead of wood studs for house
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framing. In other words, architects can drive material substitution to some degree,

especially if alternative costs are comparable. In fact, the Wood Promotion Network

reported that steel and concrete have made significant inroads against wood in

residential construction. In that respect, the market share of steel interior single-

family wall framing grew from 2.6% to 4.9% between 1997 and 2000. Poured

concrete floors increased from 29% of the single-family floor area in 1997 to 36% in

2000. On the contrary, wood lost an average 2.5% market share in walls, floors and

roofs combined between 1997 and 2000. The market share loss costs the wood

industry at least US$ 270 million in revenue annually 20.

Third, the existence of these two groups of specifiers, architects and civil

engineers, drove us to conduct conjoint and cluster analyses to establish differences

among the material preferences of these two professional groups. The outcomes of

the study were significant and consistent between Chile and the US - architects and

civil engineers are very similar regarding material preferences. The only

differentiating topic came from environmental issues, far more important for

architects than for civil engineers.

This last issue constituted the fourth and final reason for selecting architects

as our crucial customer group. We were interested in measuring the environmental

preferences of one of the parties involved in the selection of materials for

construction projects. Architects are seen as environmentally conscious specifiers of

building materials, hence they were an appropriate group for this research 21.

Previous study findings indicated that when architects specify wood products

they categorize those products into three different groups: a structural group (for

example, dimension lumber), where strength and structural properties are the most

important requirements, an appearance group (for example, moldings), where

aesthetics is the major requirement, and an engineered wood products group (for

example, laminated lumber beams) where both strength properties and appearance

issues are relevant 22.
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In order to be consistent with a customer orientation, this product

classification was maintained throughout subsequent stages of the research.

Characteristics of Interviews

A crucial concern of top executives is to develop and sustain competitive

advantages for their companies. Therefore, we interviewed top-level individuals.

These individuals are the most knowledgeable about strategies and strategic

decisions in their firms.

Regarding the data collection, telephone interviews are inexpensive

compared to other styles of interviews, but their effectiveness has decreased in recent

years 23. Also, the highly confidential type of information sought in this study

supported the use of in-person interviews, since developing a level of trust between

the interviewee and the interviewer is easier person-to-person.

The sample was selected to assure a balanced number of companies in the

three product groups as well as among small, medium and large companies. Several

of the larger companies operate in two or even all three product groups. Thus, we

were careful in asking our interviewees in larger companies whether the competitive

advantages they identified were general to the company, or specific to one or two

product groups.

The interview consisted of two main questions: First, the interviewee needed

to provide a general outlook of the company, and secondly, the interviewee was

asked about the specific competitive advantages that permitted company success

(survival) in the marketplace. The US interviews, which were performed after the

Chilean ones, included an additional question regarding innovation that was asked at

the end of the interview, in order to not bias the previous answers of our

interviewees.



United States Interviews

We conducted a total of 35 in-person interviews in 6 different states (Oregon,

Washington, Idaho, Arkansas, Georgia and South Carolina) during November of

2001 and January, February and March of 2002. The map (figure 1) shows the

allocation of the interviews. We were successful in reaching top-level executives; 12

interviews were performed with the president or CEO of the companies, 13 with

vice-presidents or general managers, and 10 with other managers of the firms. The

annual sales of the sample were approximately $26.2 billion or 44% of the $60

billion US industry
24, 25. Importantly, the interviews did not only cover a significant

market share of the industry, but their quantity also assures that all important

opinions should have been gathered, as is asserted in specialized literature 26.

Chile Interviews

The Chilean wood products industry has developed for the most part during

the last three decades, concurrent with the establishment and growth of plantations.

The industry is dominated by three large companies followed by several small to

medium size companies. Gaining access to executives in Chilean companies is

exceedingly difficult because of cultural reasons. Secretaries constitute formidable

gatekeepers that allow access only to well-known or well-referred people. We were

successful in interviewing just one of the big companies and seven of the smaller

firms.

The interviews were conducted during August and September of 2001. Six of

the eight interviews were performed in Santiago, the capital of the country. The other

two interviews were held in Valdivia, about 530 miles south of Santiago, as is shown

in the map (Figure 6) below. Five of the 8 interviewees were the CEO or president

of the company.
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Companies interviewed in Chile
Aserraderos Paillaco S.A.
European Windows
Forestal Comaco S.A.
Forestal Copihue
Forestal Mininco S.A. (CMPC)
Infodema S.A.
Louisiana Pacific Chile S.A.
Masisa S.A.

Companies interviewed in the U.S.
Anthony Timberlands Inc.
Boise Cascade
Boise Moulding & Lumber Co.
Bright Wood
Cascade Wood Products
Columbia Forest Products
Contact Lumber
Davidson Industries Inc.
Frank Lumber Co., Inc.
Hampton Affiliates
Hoff Companies
International Paper
Louisiana-Pacific
New South Companies Inc.
Portac, Inc.
Potlatch (2 interviews)
Rayonier
Rosboro Lumber Co.
Roseburg Forest Products
Seattle-Snohomish Mill Co., Inc.
Seneca Sawmill Co.
Simpson Plywood
Southern Staircase
States Industries
Superior Lumber Co.
The Beck Group
Timber Products Company
Trus Joist (2 interviews)
Westwood Lumber Company
Weyerhaeuser (2 interviews)
Whittier Wood Products
Zip-O-Log Mills, Inc.



US Findings
Interview questions were open-ended, thus the answers were unbiased and

spontaneous, without any lead from us. This characteristic allows interesting insights

into the competitive advantages held by the companies.

Table 8 Competitive advantages, US companies

Structural Product Group

Own forestland
Differentiation in customer service
Privately-held organization
Process innovation (technology leadership)
Excellence of sales and marketing personnel
Differentiation in quality of the material
Own distribution system, no intermediaries
Develop niche markets
Integration between mills
Interfunctional coordination
Geographical integration
One stop shop, diversified line of products
Few types of products: enhances efficiency
Emphasize specialty over commodity
Vertical integration
Agreements with big box retailers
Small company (flexible and quick)

* Old company: customer loyalty, reputation
Green, environmentally concerned image
Excellence of technical personnel
Excellence in safety issues
Small logs for small dimension lumber
Facilities allow handling big logs

* Raw material supply from all over the world
Export oriented

Appearance Product Group

Differentiation in customer service
Excellence of sales and marketing personnel
Process innovation (technology leadership)
One stop shop, diversified line of products
Privately-held organization

* Own forestland
Business innovation (marketing research)
Develop niche markets
Own distribution system, no intermediaries
Emphasize specialty over commodity
Raw material supply from all over the world
Product innovation (patents)
Integration between mills
Green, environmentally concerned image
Vertical integration
Differentiation in quality of the material
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation
Geographical integration
Export oriented
Products with different levels of completion
Excellence in safety issues
Buy veneer, not logs: material utilization
Diversification of company activities (buffer)
Produce both commodity and specialty
Joint ventures with other parts of the world
Vast financial resources
Interfunctional coordination
Have only a few, big customers

Engineered Wood Products Group

Notes
> We are not reporting some competitive advantages, because they may constitute proprietary information:

3 in the structural product group, 4 in the appearance product group and 2 in the Engineered Wood Product Group

> : A competitive advantage with this sign was selected by the expert team as an advantage that providesdirect customer value

The interviews identified a total of 28, 32 and 29 competitive advantages in

the structural, appearance, and engineered wood products groups, respectively. We

are including the whole set of competitive advantages for each product group in table

8. The advantages are ordered from more to less often identified, top to bottom of the

charts.
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Differentiation in customer service
Own forestland
Process innovation (technology leadership)
Excellence of sales and marketing personnel
Business innovation (marketing research)
Privately-held organization
Own distribution system, no intermediaries
Develop niche markets
Emphasize specialty over commodity
One stop shop, diversified line of products
Vertical integration
Agreements with big box retailers
Product innovation (patents)
Excellence of technical personnel
Differentiation in quality of the material
Integration between mills
Geographical integration
Excellence in safety issues
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation
Green, environmentally concerned image
Raw material supply from all over the world
Products with different levels of completion
Produce both commodity and specialty
Joint ventures with other parts of the world
Become the standard in the industry
Export orientation
Interfunctional coordination
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Competitive Advantages that Provide Customer Value

Wood products companies have a reputation for being production or

competition oriented, with little customer emphasis. If this were true, most of the

competitive advantages identified by our interviewees would be important only for

leverage against the competition, and would provide no direct customer value. We

selected an expert team of five individuals that categorized the advantages into two

groups: those that provide direct customer value and those that do not 27. A

competitive advantage that provides direct customer value was defined as an

advantage that provides the product/service of the company with a characteristic

likely to be valuable for end-customers.

The asterisks in the previous table signify advantages that the expert team

identified as providing direct customer value. Statistical analysis provided no

evidence of differences among product groups. In other words, companies in each

product group show a similar customer orientation. Most important, about 60 % of

the competitive advantages identified by top executives of wood products companies

correspond to advantages that provide direct customer value, regardless of product

group. We consider 60 % to be a fair amount, thus the non-customer oriented

reputation of wood products companies may be ill deserved.

Raw material supply from all over the world is a competitive advantage that

does not provide direct customer value in the engineered wood products group, but

does in the other two product groups. This issue generated heated debate inside the

expert team. It was finally agreed that the availability of offshore species increases

the convenience for an architect to design with more choices at hand in either

structural or aesthetics applications. The exception was made with engineered wood

products, because many can be manufactured from low-grade or underutilized local

species, thus availability of foreign species does not provide additional customer

value.
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Most Frequently Identified Competitive Advantages Across the Product

Groups

Only a few competitive advantages were consistently mentioned by a

majority of respondents. We focused our analysis on the most frequently identified

advantages, as they are most useful for comparison.

Table 9 summarizes the main competitive advantages of US companies from

the perspective of their executives. The 11 US competitive advantages shown in the

table rank highest in the three product groups and gather more than 60% of all the

advantages identified by the executives during the interviews. The percentages

represent the proportion of times that the particular competitive advantage was

identified by interviewees. Ranking of advantages is shown in parentheses. It is

important to note that advantages identified equal number of times (equal

percentage) also share an identical ranking. The frequencies and rankings help to

maintain a "chain of evidence" as we shift from the data collection to overall

findings and conclusions 28.

Table 9 Ranking and relative importance of most relevant competitive advantages

Structural
products

group

Appearance
products group

Engineered
wood

products
group

Differentiation in customer service 9.9% [2] 11.3% [1] 9.5% [1]

Own forestland 11.9% [1] 8.4% [2]

Privately-held organization 8.9% [3] 6.4% [3] 5.3% [4]

Excellence of sales and marketing personnel 5.9% [5] 7.1% [2] 6.3% [3]

Own distribution system, no intermediaries 5.0% [6] 4.3% [6]

ibj

5.3% [4]

One stop shop, highly diversified line of products 3.0% [8]

5.0%

4.2% [5]

Develop niche markets 5.0% [6] 5.3% [4]

Emphasize specialty over commodity products 3.0% [8] 4.3% [6] 5.3% [4]

Process innovation (technology leadership) 7.9% [4] 7.1% [2] 6.3% [3]

Business innovation (marketing research) NA NA 5.7% [4] 5.3% [4]

Product innovation NA NA 3.5% [7] 3.2% [6]

Relative Importance 29 61% 67% 0
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Competitive advantages for the three product groups exhibit both similarities

and differences:

Structural product interviewees did not identify two advantages that were

identified in the other two product groups: Product innovation and Business

innovation. This suggests that Process innovation is a key focus for structural

products and Product and Business innovation see little attention. We elaborate

more on innovation later in the article.

Competitive advantage percentages of both structural and engineered wood

products are quite similar. This is consistent with previous study findings, which

suggest that the design attributes of structural and engineered wood products are

very similar. So, both customer and competition analyses suggest that these

product groups directly compete. Indeed, this is happening, and wide dimension

lumber is continually losing market share to engineered wood products, like I-

Joists. Theory is validated empirically!

The shaded cells in the table highlight important differences between the

appearance group and the other two. Own forestland is a key competitive

advantage for firms in the structural and engineered wood products groups, but

not for companies in the appearance market. On the other hand, One stop shop is

quite important for appearance products and of little importance for the other

two. This suggests that appearance companies are compelled to have a broad

product line, in order to satisfy the diverse needs of their customers.

Environmental Leadership in the US Wood Products Industry

One recent trend among wood products companies is enhanced efforts to

improve their environmental image. This is a result of shifting public sentiment

heavily influenced by environmental group activities. In addition, competing

industries steel, plastic, and cement are using environmental appeals to
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emphasize negative effects of using wood and to position their own products as

environmentally friendly alternatives 30.

Generally speaking, environmental leadership is not a primary strategic goal

of wood products companies. Indeed, environmentally related competitive

advantages were named by only a couple of interviewees in each product group,

representing only about a 2% of all competitive advantages mentioned.

Still, many wood products companies are in the process, or have already

obtained, third-party environmental certification of their forests. This certification is

designed to assure that company forests are well-managed with an eye towards

sustainability. Most interviewees stressed that they do not believe environmental

certification to be a source of competitive advantage. The drivers of the certification

movement are primarily big box retailers that use their buying and channel power to

move companies toward certification.

Interviewees from large companies emphasized a need for superior

environmental reputation because they are facing higher public scrutiny as compared

to smaller companies 31 This assertion is consistent with findings of studies of other

industries 32' 33. At first glance, the data suggest a difference, given that 56% of the

large companies show a high environmental commitment, compared with 40%

among medium companies, and only 22% among small firms. However, statistical

analysis indicated no significant difference 34.

Chile Findings

Like in the US case, Chilean interview questions were open-ended. A total of

7, 8 and 9 competitive advantages were identified in the structural, appearance and

engineered wood products groups, respectively. The following table (Table 10)

shows the entire set of competitive advantages for each product group. Frequencies

are not shown because of the small number of interviews.
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Chilean findings are discussed in the next section, where we compare US and

Chilean companies.

Table 10 Competitive advantages, Chilean companies

Structural Product Group

Export oriented
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation
Vertical integration
Quick and flexible organization
Agreements with big box retailers
Own forestland
Third-party certification

Appearance Product Group

Export oriented
Excellence of sales and marketing personnel
Excellent raw materials
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation
Overall efficiency: cost leadership
Globalized company
Develop niche markets
R&D targeting customer needs

Engineered Wood Products Group

Overall efficiency: cost leadership
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation
Excellence of sales and marketing personnel
R&D targeting customer needs
Develop niche markets
Export oriented
Vast distribution network
Leading information technology
Company name is name of the commodity

Cross-Cultural Comparisons
Differences between Chilean and US companies were categorized into three

areas: Innovation, Costs, and Export Orientation.

Specific Innovation Remarks

Technological innovation, globalization, government deregulation, and

privatization are some of the main factors fostering hypercompetition in today's

business environment 35. Wood products companies are deeply immersed in this

highly competitive environment. It is in this context where the assertions of Joseph

Schumpeter are especially interesting 36 He posed that firms act and react in the

business environment, and in this context of action and reaction competitive

advantage is continually created and destroyed in a repetitive process coined creative

destruction. Schumpeter suggests, nonetheless, that large firms may be able to better

maintain their competitive advantage by being the most capable innovators.

Innovation can be classified into three different categories: Process, Business

and Product innovation 37. Process innovation refers to all the operational

improvements that lower operational costs, reduce delivery time, and/or increase

flexibility. Business innovation refers to improvements in customer-focused
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activities and/or Total Quality Management (TQM). Finally, Product innovation

refers to improvements of existing products or developing totally new products 38

During our US interviews, the three innovation types were identified as

competitive advantages, where Process innovation was the most common, and the

only type in the case of the structural product group. Conversely, Chilean executives

did not mention Process innovation as a competitive advantage. This mirrors a

reality of the Chilean wood products industry that makes it different from that of the

US. Chilean companies are typically exposed to higher capital and lower labor costs

than US firms. Therefore, the optimal sawmill design in Chile is less mechanized

than the optimal sawmill design in the US, thus a lesser emphasis on Process

innovation in Chile is logical.

We examined Process innovation in more detail in the US. We specifically

asked each of our US interviewees the position of the company regarding three levels

of technological leadership (process innovation): first mover, cost-benefit analyzer,

and second mover. First movers are companies that consistently add the latest

technologies as part of their corporate philosophy. They acknowledge that

technological developments may not improve efficiency or production, but are

willing to assume the risk. Cost-Benefit analyzers are more risk averse, and prefer to

be "first seconds". They are willing to invest in technology, but only spend money on

proven machinery. Finally, second movers do not have the latest technologies in

their plants. The two main reasons for this is lack of money and/or the belief that

their money is best invested in other uses.

As can be seen from table 11, five of eight small companies are second

movers compared to only 4 of 19 large and medium companies. Statistical analysis

indicates that there is evidence of a difference between small and larger companies,

consistent with the assertions of Schumpeter 39.



Table 11 Process innovation among small, medium and large US companies

Process* Small Large and Medium

Innovation companies companies

First movers/ Cost Benefit analyzers

Second-movers

* US companies only

3 15

5 4

It is relevant now to compare small and larger companies considering all

types of innovation (Table 12), not only Process innovation. Statistical analysis

shows that the difference between small and larger companies disappears when

considering all types of innovation: Process, Business and Product innovation 40, 41 .

Table 12 Process, business and product innovation among US and Chilean

companies

US and Chilean Small Large and Medium

companies companies companies

Process Innovation 5 13

Business Innovation 7 10

Product Innovation 3 7

In summary, small companies do not show as much Process innovation as

larger companies, probably because of a lack of financial resources. But they are able

to greatly offset this deficiency with Business and Product innovation that appear to

be feasible even for small companies.

Cost Issues
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A few US interviewees readily named low-cost leadership as the key

competitive advantage of their companies. When probed more deeply, interviewees
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identified specific reasons permitting that low-cost leadership, like owning forestland

or vertical integration. Several Chilean interviewees also identified low-cost

leadership as one of their main advantages. The difference from their US peers stems

from the source of that advantage. Chilean managers generally named astounding

forest growth rates and an overall efficiency in their operations as the reasons

underlying the low-cost advantage.

Indeed, the Chilean wood products industry has a country advantage. Chile is

the global low-cost leader in log and sawmilling costs for white woods, with labor,

stumpage and other sawmilling costs totaling $57.6 per m3 in the year 2000, followed

by South Africa ($65.7/m3), Brazil ($69.5/m3) and New Zealand ($75.8/m3) 42. The

US South and US Pacific Northwest have costs of $118.6/m3 and $124.2/m3,

respectively. Regarding sawmill gross margins, Chile ranked second after New

Zealand, with earnings of $28/m3 in the year 2000 43.

The Chilean low-cost leadership is explained by several factors. First, well-

managed Chilean plantations not only grow fast, but also produce very uniform trees

that can be converted into lumber with minimal waste. Also important, wages in

Chile are low, although they are typically higher than those of Brazil or South

Africa. One issue that definitively differentiates Chile is the extremely small

shipping distance from forestlands to sawmills to ports, a feature that Brazil and

South Africa generally lack. US companies have painfully learned that sea

transportation is much more cost effective than ground transportation. This explains

why European species compete successfully in the US East and Midwest against

wood products of the US Pacific Northwest.

Export Orientation

A corporate focus on export activities represents another clear difference

between US and Chilean companies. Export orientation was a competitive advantage

frequently identified by Chilean companies, whereas in the US it represented only
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about one percent of all the advantages mentioned by interviewees. This situation is

entirely logical due to the different business environments that companies of both

countries face. The small size of the Chilean market forces companies to look

abroad, whereas the huge size of the US domestic market does not encourage an

export orientation for US companies.

Managerial Implications

Wood products companies are facing a new competitive environment and

adaptation is necessary. However, it is difficult to draw recommendations that fully

account for the many issues faced by companies. Our findings, nonetheless, indicate

some actions that companies can undertake.

The structural and engineered wood product groups share several valuable

competitive advantages. Therefore, US companies operating only in the structural

group may possess the necessary capabilities to successfully enter the engineered

wood products group. As these are generally newer products that are gaining market

share, they represent a growth possibility for these companies. That said, the

engineered wood products sector is dominated by several large firms and as a result

may present significant barriers to entry.

One stop shop is an extremely important competitive advantage to develop

for companies in the appearance market. Companies in this sector should carefully

evaluate if their product offering is sufficiently diverse to meet the needs of

customers as well as the offerings of competitors. Firms with limited but

complementary product lines may evaluate the convenience of alliances, which

would provide the One stop shop characteristic, without need of huge investments.

We found that many US wood product companies still treat innovation as a

mere technical issue. An illustration of this problem is the absence of Business and

Product innovation in the structural product group. This does not mean that firms in

the other product groups are in good shape in this regard. Product innovation as a
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competitive advantage was named less than 3.5 % of the times in the US appearance

and US engineered wood products groups. We suggest that Business and Product

innovation should have a higher emphasis in today's hypercompetition environment,

especially as companies face diminishing returns on their process innovation

investments. Importantly, companies in the wood products industry have invested

heavily to improve their processing efficiencies (increased fiber recovery). Many

companies have already succeeded in gaining the major efficiencies offered through

process control and more sophisticated technology. Additional improvements will

be smaller and come at higher costs.

Our findings suggest that a lack of financial resources means small

companies lag far behind larger companies regarding Process innovation. In many

cases, small companies are able to greatly offset this deficiency with an emphasis on

Business and Product innovation. Our data suggest that these two types of

innovations are feasible even with reduced budgets. Therefore, smaller companies

have an added incentive to concentrate on studying and understanding their customer

needs, improving their business systems, and developing new products in order to

maintain competitiveness.

Chilean companies are well positioned as global low-cost producers of

whitewood lumber. Still, those companies should emphasize all three forms of

innovation in their business strategies. As a relatively young industry, huge

opportunities exist for improvement in each of the areas. One example of a possible

improvement is the development of grade rules for their lumber and create third-

party enforcers of those rules. Grade rules would permit easier access to international

markets. Also, the overall Chilean wood products marketplace is underdeveloped.

For example, small manufacturers often have no options for marketing by-products

such as sawdust. As the marketplace develops further, companies will have

opportunities for additional income.

Low-cost producers should not think that their cost advantage will last

forever. The Mexican furniture industry is painfully learning this lesson, as it is
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continually losing market share in the US to China, even though Mexico has labor

costs one tenth of those in the US. China has even lower wages and sufficiently

skilled labor 44.

We have outlined some differences between the US and Chile. But there are

also important differences between the Pacific Northwest and the South. Our

findings suggest that companies in the Pacific Northwest are more accustomed to

coping with environmental issues and environmental pressure groups than companies

in the South. This makes sense, as remaining companies in the Pacific Northwest

have survived the reduction of logging in federal lands that resulted from

environmental pressure. Companies in the South were much less engaged in these

issues, partially due to the small percentage of southern forestland that is publicly

owned.

One of the biggest differences between Chilean and US companies is how the

latter lack the Export orientation of Chilean companies. We suggest that this export

orientation allows Chilean companies to capture some of the benefits of

multinational companies. The export orientation does not rely only on international

sales offices or international promotion. The export orientation begins with the

design of production facilities specifically tailored to satisfy foreign needs. Some

Chilean companies have changed even their silvicultural practices, i.e. how they

grow their trees, in order to satisfy the needs of some niche markets that demand

specific character-marks in the wood they purchase.

We suggest that the Export orientation of Chilean companies is a good

example of a "natural" advantage enjoyed by companies of small countries. Indeed,

companies from small nations are compelled to look across their borders since they

are born. If they want to grow, their insufficient internal markets make necessary to

find buyers overseas, and that means competing with everybody from everywhere.

Thus, managers of companies from small countries need to have a good

understanding of foreign competitors and their own competencies and capabilities.

Managers from companies located in large countries, like the U.S., lack this feature
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from their peers from smaller countries, and should offset this problem quickly,

because the competitors from smaller, distant countries may prove to be formidable

ones.

We recommend US wood products companies to become more global in

order to improve profitability. Globalization comprises two aspects. Regarding

supply, offshore sources of raw material may be insufficient to maintain competitive

advantage. Instead we suggest allocating diverse value chain activities in different

countries based on cost and convenience. Regarding demand, we are not suggesting

going offshore to just find new markets for the same products. Wood products

companies need to develop global products, but still adapt them to local tastes and

local units of measure, something quite important with construction materials. In

summary, we propose to increase efficiency by undertaking a global approach as

supply and manufacturing goes, concentrate on global products, minimizing

adaptation to local tastes, and finally, focus on maximizing profits and not

production.
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Abstract

This article provides a method for companies to improve their market

orientation. In that regard, we introduce a new Quality Function Deployment

application that compares customer needs with company competitive advantages, in

order to determine those advantages that better satisfy customer wants and needs. We

applied the methodology to the wood products industry. Architects were selected as

key customers, and three product groups were defined. The results suggest the

following competitive advantages as crucial for meeting architects wants and needs:

Innovation (product, business and product), Differentiation in quality of the material,

Environmentally concerned image of the company, and Export orientation.

Keywords: Market orientation, architects, innovation, environmental image
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USING QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT TO ACHIEVE A
MARKET ORIENTATION



Introduction

Competitive advantage or "...the basis on which customers will choose your

product over the competitors'..." (Winer 1999, p. 52) is one of the most pervasive

business concepts of the last decades, and appears in innumerable academic and

industry-oriented publications. Several major viewpoints regarding how a company

can achieve a competitive advantage (CA) evolved over time, as reported by Grimm

and Smith (1997). Even marketing experienced a paradigm shift the advent of the

80's saw its role change to focus on strategic management (Day & Wensley 1983).

This last discipline basically posits that a company will succeed by securing and

sustaining a CA in the markets served by their business units (Day & Wensley 1983).

The concept of sustainable CA provides support for the relationship between

performance and a newer concept, market orientation (Noble et al. 2002). Market

orientation is a notion that appeared in the early 90's. For now, we will just define it

as a focus on both the customer and the competition, a simplification of the

behavioral definition of Narver & Slater (1990). Several studies have found a

positive relation between market orientation and performance, as reported by Noble

et al. (2002).

In this study, we developed a methodology for improving the market

orientation of a company, by determining the importance of specific CAs for

satisfying customer wants and needs. In other words, the methodology establishes

weights for CAs, weights that will incorporate both a customer and a competitor

focus.

The developed methodology is applicable to any industry or customer group.

Still, we developed our study in the wood products industry, as is explained in detail

later.
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The Concept of Market Orientation

The last decade has seen a renewed interest in the market orientation concept

(Narver & Slater, 1990) (Jaworski & Kohli, 1993) (Day & Nedungadi, 1994) (Day,

1994) (Kohli et al. 1993). But ten years later there is still disagreement even in its

definition, and there is not much clarity regarding "how a market orientation benefits

the firm" (Slater and Narver 1999, p. 1168). The same authors proposed in 1990 one

of the most pervasive definitions of the concept. From an extensive literature review,

they inferred that market orientation consists of three behavioral components

(customer orientation, competitor orientation and interfunctional coordination), and

two decision criteria (long-term focus and profitability) (Narver & Slater, 1990). On

the other hand, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) asserted that the essence of market

orientation considers the stages of generating, disseminating and responding to

market intelligence. This last concept refers to the analysis of exogenous factors that

influence the customer wants and needs, and therefore the definition of Kohli and

Jaworski (1990) goes beyond the one of Ruekert (1992, p. 225), who basically

labeled a market focus as "orienting the activities of the business to satisfying

customer needs and wants".

Like Noble et al. (2002), we chose to operationalize Narver and Slater's

(1990) framework, as it suited our objectives better.

Market Orientation, Innovation and Performance

The positive link between market orientation and good financial performance

is taken as almost an axiom in the marketing realm, as market-oriented organizations

can be viewed as those whose actions are consistent with the marketing concept

(Kohli and Jaworski 1990) (Deshpande et al. 1993)

There have been two main approaches to prove the link between market

orientation and performance: the use of subjective performance assessments and the

use of empirical ones. Among the first is possible to name the work of Jaworski and
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Kohli (1993) who did find a significant link between market orientation and

performance when using a subjective measure. However, and as reported by Noble et

al. (2002), the use of empirical performance measures has resulted in complex and

even unsupportive results.

Several authors have proposed that innovation mediates the effect of market

orientation on performance, thus suggesting a solution for the lack of consistency in

the relation between market orientation and performance (Hult & Ketchen 2001)

(Hurley & Hult 1998) (Han et al. 1998) (Deshpande et al. 1993).

Importantly, innovation can be defined in several ways. We prefer the

definition of Boer & During (2001), which basically defines three types of

innovation: Product, Process, and Business innovation. Product innovation refers to

the development of new products or the improvement of existing ones. Process

innovation refers to operational improvements that reduce delivery time, increase

flexibility, or lower operational costs. Finally, Business innovation refers to

improvements in customer-focused activities and/or Total Quality Management

(TQM). Han et al. (1998) reported that one of the most meaningful innovation

typologies is the one that distinguishes between technology and administration-

related innovations. Interestingly, both classifications are quite consistent, because it

can be argued that both Product and Process innovation fall into technological

innovation, whereas Business and administration-related innovation are similar ideas.

Different Views of CA

During the last decades, three major viewpoints have been formulated

regarding how a company can achieve a sustainable CA: Industrial Organization (10)

economics, the resource-based view of the firm, and Schumpeterian economics

(Grimm & Smith, 1997).

The industrial organization view (Porter, 1980, 1985) posits that CA is driven

primarily by industry structure, and by how a firm is positioned inside that structure.
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External factors largely determine CA and performance. Conversely, the resource-

based view (Barney, 1991) (Bharadwaj et al., 1993) states that CA is attained

through the ownership of scarce and valuable resources, and the firm manipulation of

those resources. Importantly, the resource-based view of the firm assumes that firms

within an industry may be heterogeneous with respect to the strategic resources they

control. So, in this case, internal characteristics and capabilities of the firm determine

the CA. Finally, in Schumpeterian economics (Schumpeter, 1975), CA is a function

of firm innovation (an internal resource), and external competitive action, in other

words, both internal and external factors. Importantly, according to Schumpeterian

economics, firms earn profit as a consequence of entrepreneurial discovery and

action, and not so much as a result of barriers to entry or ownership of key resources

(Grimm & Smith, 1997).

The Wood Products Industry and Quality Function Deployment
(QFD): Binding Everything Together

Existing research on the US wood products industry has concluded that wood

products companies are primarily production and cost-driven (Rich, 1986). A new

competitive environment evolved during the last decade consisting of global

competitors, threats from substitute products like steel or plastics, pressure from

environmental groups, and shifts in channel power to big box retailers, like The

Home Depot or Lowe's (Dibrell & Down, 2002). These new conditions proved to be

exceedingly difficult for the US wood products industry, and caused a dramatic

consolidation in the industry, illustrated by the fact that 119 sawmills or 15% of the

capacity shut down or went out of business between 1996 and 2002 (Spelter, 2002).

Subsequent upgrading of remaining sawmills offset the loss of capacity.

This research was designed to identify the importance of specific CAs for

satisfying customer wants and needs. Such a methodology would help wood

products companies to improve their market orientation, as we believe that the wood

product industry is too competitor oriented, and big gains can be made from both a
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customer and a competitor focus. No studies have been done in this regard in the

industry. Indeed, even the business strategies of wood products companies have been

studied rather seldom (Bush & Sinclair, 1991a) (Bush et al., 1991b) (Rich, 1986).

These few investigations embraced Porter's approach, where the main goal of

strategy is the pursuit of sustainable CA, in other words, to seek distinctive company

features that would make the products or services of a company preferable over those

of competitors. The referred studies categorized the CAs of wood products

companies in the three groups defined by Porter (1980, 1985): cost leadership,

differentiation (for example in service), and focus (niche markets).

We defined the CAs of companies as the basic blocks of business strategy.

This approach is externally oriented, thus it deals well with a competitor focus. We

needed, however, a tool that also allowed a customer focus, and Quality Function

Deployment (QFD) provided the answer to the problem of having both the customer

and the competitor emphasis required by a market orientation.

Total Quality Management (TQM) can be defined as a set of models and

tools for getting all employees involved in continuous improvement of aspects

important to the customer (Day 1994). The same author noted that TQM has already

addressed many of the implementation issues that market-driven companies face. He

also commented that both the marketing concept and TQM promise superior

performance through a focus on customer satisfaction, but the difference is that TQM

offers numerous organizational prescription and supporting tools. QED is one of

those tools, and Day defines it as aiding (1994, p. 47) "... the integration of customer

requirements into the design process and measures the cost of quality". QFD was

originally used in new product development, but applications have since diversified

(Bossert, 1991). In a traditional QED application, customer needs also called

Voice of the Customer are compared with design parameters of products still in

the design stage also called Voice of the Company (Bossert, 1991) in order

to discover those features of products that most likely would satisfy customer

requirements (Cohen, 1995). In this study, strategy is the "product" under analysis,



and the CAs of the companies are the design parameters of our product of interest,

strategy. Thus, our QFD application compares customer needs with companies' CAs

in order to determine those advantages that best satisfy customer needs.

Conceptual Model

Figure 7 constitutes the conceptual model of this investigation and is an

adaptation of the main quality chart or "house of quality" used in QFD (Cohen,

1995). The model shows two basic elements that interact one with the other:

customer needs and CAs. Consideration of these two elements at the same time

allow identification of the CAs that best satisfy customer needs, and those

advantages are the ones that would receive the highest relative weights in our model.

Transformation of customer needs weights into CAs weights is achieved through the

relationship matrix that connects both interacting elements.
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Figure 7 Conceptual Model

Two yet unpublished articles discuss in detail the identification of customer

needs and the CAs held by wood products companies. Here we summarize the main

procedures and findings of identifying customer needs and company CAs, and we
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concentrate on the last stage - the development of the relationship matrix for

determining the weights of CAs.

We provide insight into the CAs needed by wood products companies to

meet customer requirements in three industry sectors and two countries, the US and

Chile.

The Voice of the Customer: Architects!

Figure 7 shows that the customer needs stage consists of 3 different steps:

customer group selection, customer needs identification, and customer needs

weights. We briefly analyze each.

Customer Group Selection

New residential and non-residential construction accounted for almost one

half of US sawn softwood consumption in the year 2000 (UNECE, 2001). Therefore,

the construction industry is a critically important market sector for the wood

products industry. Also important, the evolving preferences of those who specify the

use and function of construction materials may greatly affect the consumption of

wood products. These specifiers may include architects, construction

firms/contractors, new home buyers, and structural engineers. Nowadays most new

homes and apartments are built prior to sale; thus the purchaser of a new home may

have little influence on material selection. However, architects, structural engineers,

and construction firms work together in the material selection process.

Use of QFD requires the selection of only one customer group (Cohen 1995).

We selected architects as the key customer group in this study for several reasons:

First, although construction companies purchase the construction materials,

the influence of specifiers like architects or civil engineers in the material

specification process of medium and large construction projects is extremely
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relevant. Interviews with architects and civil engineers in both Chile and the US

backed this assertion. Architects are especially influential in any project where there

is intent to differentiate, like higher quality condominiums, showrooms, corporate

headquarters, etc. On the other hand, the importance of civil engineers increases in

industrial projects.

Second, the blueprints generated by architects and civil engineers largely

determine the materials to be used. Certain materials are typical in some uses, like

wood framing in the case of US homes. However, today some US architects are

specifying steel studs instead of wood studs for house framing, both because of

dimensional stability and the belief that steel is more environmentally friendly than

wood. In other words, architects can largely influence material substitution,

especially if alternative costs are similar.

Third, the existence of these two groups of specifiers, architects and civil

engineers, encouraged us to conduct conjoint and cluster analyses in former stages of

this research to identify differences among the material preferences of both groups of

professionals. The results of the study were conclusive and consistent between Chile

and the US. Architects and civil engineers are very similar concerning material

preferences. The only difference came from environmental (green) issues, far more

important for architects than for civil engineers. Consistently, another study also

found that architects are environmentally conscious specifiers (IIDA, 1999).

We were especially interested in measuring the environmental preferences of

one of the parties involved in the selection of materials for construction projects.

Architects were the clear choice.

Earlier study findings showed that when architects specify wood products

they separate those products into three different groups: a structural group (for

example, dimension lumber), where strength and structural properties are the main

requirements, an appearance group (for example, moldings), where aesthetics is the

main issue, and an engineered wood products group (for example, laminated lumber

beams) where both strength properties and appearance issues are important. This
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product classification was maintained throughout the research. Three product groups

and two countries require use of 6 matrices like the one shown in figure 7.

Customer Needs Identification

The identification of architect needs regarding construction materials was

done through a set of 17 in-person interviews with practicing architects (4 in Chile

and 13 in the US). During the interviews, architects were asked about the good and

bad characteristics of wood products. They were also asked about what can increase

the appeal of wood so that it will be preferred over competing materials, like steel,

concrete or plastics. Respondents answered the same question for each of the three

product groups. The actual attributes determined through the interviews are

communicated in tables 13 and 14. As can be seen, there are 6 sets of customer

requirements, each for one of the six QFD matrices that we generate at the end.

Customer Needs Weights: The Voice of the Customer!

A carefully constructed mail questionnaire was developed based on

information from interviews and the extant literature, in order to assess the

importance of attributes identified through the interviews. The US and the Chilean

cases were studied separately.

The US study pursued a nationally representative sample of chief architects

(of architect offices). We used the Tailored Design Method (Dillman, 2000) and sent

mail questionnaires to a random sample of 1200 architects. The response rate,

excluding non-deliverables, was 34%. We also controlled for the four possible

sources of error detailed by Dillman (2000): sampling, coverage, measurement and

non-response.

Cultural reasons make it very difficult to obtain responses in Chile.

Questionnaires inevitably end up in the trash. Hence, the approach was to select a
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convenience sample of the largest architect offices (sample size of 85). The small

sample size allowed the following survey methodology: first send the questionnaire

by mail, and then follow up by phone. Each architect office was called an average of

15 times to obtain 53 answers (a 62% response rate).

Tables 13 and 14 report the customer needs for the US and Chile,

respectively. The questionnaire respondents were asked to assign a value for each

attribute in each product group, according to the level of importance that the feature

has in the material specification process. The scale used corresponded to a 1 to 7

Likert-type scale, from Less important (1) to More Important (7). Tables 13 and 14

display the attribute names and their mean and standard deviation in the three left

columns. The remaining column shows a classification of the attributes in

importance groups.

The treatment of customer requirements in this study departs from traditional

Quality Function Deployment. Typically, marketing research determines the weights

of the customer needs, and even little differences among attributes are kept,

regardless of their statistical significance (Cohen, 1995). We preferred to categorize

attributes into importance groups based on statistical significance. In that respect, we

defined that attributes will be categorized in a maximum of three groups: "a" for

important attributes, "b" for attributes of medium importance and "c" for low

importance attributes. Attributes inside a group (say, "a" attributes) are not

significantly different from one another, but there are significant differences between

any two attributes of different importance groups.



Table 13 Attributes weights and categorization for US wood products

* The variability of the importance may make this attribute to belong to the "a" or to the "b" category.

US
Structural products

Mean SD Importance
Groups

Material Available 5.83 0.89 a

Uniform quality 5.63 1.25 a

Dimensionally stable 5.53 1.29 a

Adaptability 5.54 1.16 b

Durability 5.17 1.41 b

Knowledgeable work force 5.14 1.40 b

Low cost 4.97 1.34 b

Environmentally sustainable 4.96 (4.80 -
5.17)

1.49 b

Fire concern 4.23 1.60 c

US
Appearance products

Mean SD Importance
Groups

Appearance, warmth, tactile 5.83 0.98 a

Honest material 5.44 1.40 a

Offgassing 4.87 1.60 b

Environmentally sustainable 4.87 (4.69 -
5.08)

1.56 b*

Durability 4.84 1.60 b

Low cost 4.50 1.38 b

US Engineered
Wood Products

Mean SD Importance
Groups

Uniform quality 6.05 0.87 a

Dimensionally stable 6.03 0.94 a

Strong material 5.90 0.99 b

Adaptability
Environmentally sustainable

5.39
5.05 (4.84 -

5.31)

1.17
1.47

b
b

Feasibility of curves
Low cost

4.76
4.76

1.54
1.29

Offgassing 4.43 1.68

Appearance, warmth, tactile 4.16 1.74



Table 14 Attributes weights and categorization for Chilean wood products
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The Voice of the Company: Wood Products Companies!

The second stage of the investigation analyzed the competitive orientation of

wood products companies by looking at their key CAs, and how they differ between

the US and Chile, and among the three product groups used in the customer stage of

the study.

CAs were identified through in-person interviews with top executives in 35

U.S. and 8 Chilean firms. Interviews in the US were conducted in six different states

(Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Arkansas, Georgia and South Carolina) as a way to

Chilean Mean SD Importance
Structural Products Groups

Structural properties 5.91 1.18 a

Durability and maintenance 5.79 1.20 a

Uniform quality 5.75 1.31 a

Appearance 5.60 1.27 a

Low cost 5.25 1.28 a

Fast construction 5.15 1.42 a

Fire concern 4.79 1.49 b

Lack of constructive solutions 4.02 1.64 b

Chilean Mean SD Importance
Appearance products Groups

Appearance, warmth, tactile 6.58 0.57 a

Honest material 6.19 0.90 a

Durability and maintenance 5.87 0.90 a

Feasibility of curves 5.32 1.46 b

Material easy to refurbish 5.23 1.32 c

Low cost 4.42 1.26 b

Chilean Engineered Mean SD Importance
Wood Products Groups

Uniform quality 6.10 0.81 a

Durability and maintenance 6.06 0.98 a

Appearance 6.00 1.00 a

Feasibility of curves 5.88 1.16 a

Fire concern 5.77 1.11 b

Glue quality 5.60 1.41 c

Low cost 5.04 1.33 b

Lack of competitors 4.88 1.34 b

Lack of constructive solutions 4.74 1.61 c
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adequately represent the two main wood producing regions of the US: the Pacific

Northwest and the South. The selection of both the Chilean and the US sample

pursued a balanced number of companies in the three product groups, as well as

among small, medium and large companies. In that respect, the annual sales of

Chilean companies ranged between $1.5 and $1200 million. The annual sales of US

companies ranged between $2 and $25000 million, with three firms in the Fortune

500 industry ranking.

CAs that Add Customer Value

Remember, the main purpose of this study is to determine the weights of CAs

held by companies, which will permit the identification of those CAs that best satisfy

customer needs. The Chilean interviews rendered a total of 7, 8 and 9 CAs in the

structural, appearance and engineered wood products groups, respectively. The US

case rendered a much higher number of advantages 28, 32 and 29 CAs in the

structural, appearance and engineered wood products groups, respectively due to

the much larger number of interviews.

In an effort to reduce the number of CAs utilized in the QFD application, we

formed an initial expert team with the sole purpose of separating the US CAs into

two groups: those that provide direct customer value, and those that are important

only for competition leverage. The reasoning behind this procedure is that only CAs

that provide direct customer value would receive any score in a QFD application.

Five academic people with a business background formed this initial expert

team (one professor of strategic management, one professor of forest products

marketing, one forest products marketing PhD candidate, one forest products

marketing MS student, and the primary investigator). A Delphi technique (Clayton,

1997) was used at the beginning of the exercise, where each expert evaluated and

classified the advantages individually. After all responses were collected, a meeting

with all experts was used to eliminate disagreements. This resulted in reducing the
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number of advantages to 12 or 13 per product group. The CAs used in the QFD

application, for the three product groups and for the two countries, are reported in

table 15.

Interesting conceptual issues resulted from interaction in this initial expert

team. One of the most interesting was the realization that a CA may provide direct

customer value in one product group, but not another. For example, the initial expert

team concluded that Raw material supply from all over the world, does not provide

direct customer value in the US engineered wood products group, but it does in the

other two product groups. This issue generated heated debate inside the expert team,

but eventually it was concluded that the availability of offshore species increases the

convenience for an architect to design with more choices at hand in either structural

or aesthetics applications. Engineered wood products were different, because many

can be manufactured from low-grade or underutilized local species, thus availability

of foreign species does not provide additional customer value.

The US and Chilean product groups have some common CAs. The structural

product group has most of them, where the two countries share Own forestland,

Agreements with big box retailers, Green, environmentally concerned image, and

Old company: customer loyalty, reputation. On the other hand, the big difference

between the countries is the presence of Export oriented in the three Chilean product

groups, an advantage that does not exist in the US case.



Table 15 Relative weights of competitive advantages by product group and country

US Engineered Wood Products Group
Differentiation in quality of the material

Product innovation
Excellence of technical personnel
Process innovation (technology leadership)
One stop shop, diversified line of products
Green, environmentally concerned image

20°/
14°/
13°/
12°/
12°/

8°/
70/

Agreements with big box retailers
Business innovation (marketing research) 6°/

Own forestland 6°/

Own distribution system, no intermediaries 3°/

Differentiation in customer service 0°/

Excellence of sales and marketing personnel 0°/

Chilean Structural Products Group

Agreements with big box retailers

Own forestland
Vertical integration
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation

Quick and flexible organization
Third-party environmental certification

94

IND Chilean Engineered Wood Products Group OFD

R&D targeting customer needs 45%

Green, environmentally concerned image
Own distribution system, no intermediaries

50/

4°/

Differentiation in customer service
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation

30/

2°/

Excellence of sales and marketing personnel 1°/

US Appearance Products Group OFD

Green, environmentally concerned image 20°/

Product innovation 18°/

Differentiation in quality of the material 16°/
14°/Raw material supply from all over the world

Process innovation (technology leadership) 10°/

Business innovation (marketing research) 4°/

Own distribution system, no intermediaries 4°/

Old company: customer loyalty, reputation 40/

One stop shop, diversified line of products 4°/

Own forestland
Products with different levels of completion

30/

2°/

Differentiation in customer service 0°/

Excellence of sales and marketing personnel 0°/

Chilean Appearance Products Group OFD

Excellent raw materials 51%

18°4R&D targeting customer needs
Globalized company 11%

Old company: customer loyalty, reputation 2%

Excellence of sales and marketing personnel 0%

6-'7)Leading information technology
Vast distribution network

7%

Old company: customer loyalty, reputation 2%

Excellence of sales and marketing personnel 0%

US Structural Products Group OFD

Process innovation (technology leadership) 190/

Differentiation in quality of the material 19°/

One stop shop, diversified line of products 14°/

Raw material supply from all over the world 11°/

Agreements with big box retailers 100/

6°/I nterfunctional coordination
Own forestland 6°/

OFD

39%
34%
10%

9%

3%
3%
3%
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Integrating Customer Needs and Competitive Advantages: QFD

The previous stages of this research effort rendered a total of six sets of CAs

and customer requirements, consistent with three product groups and two countries.

Below we review relevant aspects of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and

Judgment data using figure 8 as a visual aid.

Figure 8 shows the actual QFD application for the US structural product

group. The customer needs obtained through our set of architect interviews are

located on the left of the matrix, and were the first piece of information that we

obtained, as is recommended by Cohen (1995). The second piece of information

entered into the matrix were the weights of the architect needs, which were

determined with the Chilean and US surveys. As shown in Tables 13 and 14, we

depart from traditional QFD by using three levels of importance ("a", "b", and "c")

for attributes of high, medium, and low importance, respectively. Numerical values

were assigned to these levels of importance: 9, 3 and 1 for attributes of type "a", "b",

and "c", respectively. This convention is analogous to the numerical values

recommended by Cohen (1995) for the linkage values of the relationship matrix, as

is explained next.

Relationship Matrix

The central portion of the House of Quality (Figure 8) is called the

Relationship matrix (Cohen 1995). It measures the strength of the relationship

between each customer need and each CA. The strength of these relationships is

estimated by a team of experts (judges).
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Customer (architect needs) and concepts of the Voice of the Company (CAs). The

values generally used for the different linkage levels are 9, 3, 1 and 0, which

correspond to a strong, moderate, slight or possible, and no link between the

concepts (Cohen 1995).

Coding relationships in this way is called Nominal Scale Data developed

from qualitative judgments (Perreault & Leigh 1989). The biggest potential problem

with this type of data is unacceptable interjudge reliability, defined by Kassarjian

(1977, p.14) as "the percentage of agreement between several judges processing the

same communications material". A frequently used measure of reliability is the ratio

of agreements among the judges to the total number of coding decisions. This

measure was used early in the work of Bettman and Park (1980), and more recently

in Banerjee et. al. (1995). Kassarjian (1977) and Kolbe and Burnett (1991)

recommend percentage of agreement values greater than 80%.

Selection of the Expert Team

The quality of judgment-based data depends on the adequacy of the

underlying classification scheme, and also on the skill and motivation of the judges

(Perreault & Leigh 1989) (Wagner & Hansen 2002). Consistently, we carefully

selected the members of our expert team. We decided to have three experts, in order

to avoid ties. One expert represented the Voice of the Customer, one the Voice of the

Company, and the other general strategic management. Thus, the expert team

consisted of one architect, one vice-president of a medium-sized wood products

company, and one professor of strategic management.

Expert Teamwork

We used the Delphi technique to gather the expert opinion. The primary

author visited each of the three experts, providing them with 6 blank matrices like

the one in figure 8. The weights of customer needs were not given in order to not
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bias judgments. The category definitions and coding directions were given in

writing, as recommended by Perreault & Leigh (1989), in order to have a

standardized stimulus.

The use of Delphi drives convergence among judges by requiring several

rounds of expert teamwork until the evaluations coincide (Clayton 1997). QFD

experts recommend seeking a realistic consensus, that is to say, search for a

consensual decision that most team members agree with and the remaining members

can live with (Cohen 1995). Thus, we set the following convergence criterion before

the first round of expert teamwork: the evaluation of an individual relationship (one

cell of the matrix) would be considered reliable if the measurements fell in no more

than two adjacent categories, for example, 9 (strongly linked) and 3 (moderately

linked).

The first rating round rendered a convergence level of about 60%. The

analysis of the expert answers indicated that most of the cells that showed low

convergence corresponded to absolute discrepancy, typically with two experts

finding no relationship, and the other expert stating a strong linkage between the

concepts. Further exploration of these cases determined that a flaw in the coding

instructions was the reason for many discrepancies. The individual architect needs

and CAs were generally well explained, but the coding instructions failed to

emphasize that each architect requirement had to be evaluated within the customer

frame of reference, and the same goes with the CAs, that needed to be evaluated

within the company frame of reference. The second round consisted of a series of

questions presented to each expert. In each question the expert was confronted with

his own answer, the answers of the other two experts, and some clarification or

notes. The primary author visited each of the experts in this second round, which

allowed identification of the particular train of thought that determined the answer of

each expert for the most polemical questions.

Ninety four percent (94%) of all the cells met the convergence criterion after

the second round of questions. At this point it was determined that a negative
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relationship existed between some of the concepts of the Voice of the Company and

the Voice of the Customer. In other words, the existence of some of the CAs had a

negative effect on some of the architect requirements. With this knowledge in hand,

a third and final round was completed.

In the third round of questions, 6 pairs of concepts were identified as having a

negative relationship. An interesting illustration of such a relationship is shown in

Figure 8 in the cell that compares Raw material supply from all over the world and

Environmentally sustainable. The overseas raw material supply has a positive

influence in issues like availability of the material or low cost, but has a potential

negative relationship with environmental sustainability, because of the chance of

using endangered tropical species.

The three rounds resulted in 100% convergence and calculation of CAs

weights, the ultimate goal of this research.

Weights of CAs

The most important information in figure 8 is the relative weights of CAs.

Adding the multiplication of the weight of each architect need by the level of

relationship of that architect need with the CA formed the algebraic importance of

each CA. For example, the algebraic importance of Process innovation, in the second

to last column of figure 8, is formed by multiplying: 9*3 + 9*9 + 9*9 + 3*1 + 3*0 +

3*3 + 3*3 + 3*1 + 1*0 = 213. The relative importance (weight) of a CA is simply

the percentage of its own algebraic importance to the gross total of the algebraic

weights, equivalent to 1116 in the US structural products group. The relative

importance of Process Innovation is 100 * (213/1116) = 19%.

Results

Table 15 shows the sets of relative weights for the three product groups for

both the US and Chile. The weights tell us the relative importance of each CA in
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meeting the needs of architects. The low or null importance of some CAs does not

mean that they are not relevant. It only means that they are not important for meeting

the needs and wants of our customer group: architects.

Innovation, Innovation, Innovation

We already reported that several authors consider innovation as a mediator on

the effect of market orientation on performance (Hurley & Hult, 1998) (Hult &

Ketchen, 2001) (Han et al., 1998). Interestingly, the results of the QFD application

assign high weights to the three types of innovation (process, business and product),

as meaning that a focus on innovation permits a better satisfaction of customer

needs, thus a better market orientation. In that respect, Process innovation leads the

US structural product group with a 19% importance, and in the two other product

groups, the addition of the weights of the three types of innovation gathers more than

a 30% of the total relative importance.

Export Orientation: A Clear Chilean Differentiator

We already noted that the most notable difference among the CAs of the US

and Chile is the exclusive presence of Export oriented in the Chilean product groups.

The QFD application shows that this CA is extremely relevant for fulfilling architect

needs, as it ranks first or second in all Chilean product groups, with weights as high

as 39% in the structural and the engineer wood products groups.

Raw Material Supply from all over the World

This CA attains interesting weights (11% and 14% in the US structural and

US appearance product groups, respectively), whereas only a few executives (5)

named this advantage during the interviews. Both Export orientation and Raw
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material supply from all over the world are competitive advantages typical of

multinational or global companies. We will elaborate more on this later.

Excellence of Sales and Marketing Personnel

This CA obtains a null importance across product groups and countries.

Probably, Excellence of sales and marketing personnel would be extremely

significant for other customer groups, for example retailers. It has no relevance for

fulfilling architect needs in either the US or Chile, because they do not directly buy

the raw materials! Theory is validated empirically, supporting the reliability of this

QFD application.

Limitations

The use of an expert team always involves some risks. The quality of

judgment-based data depends on the skill and motivation of the judges (Perreault &

Leigh 1989) (Wagner & Hansen 2002). In that regard, the selection of the second

and main expert team pursued people with diverse backgrounds. This characteristic

should have facilitated a holistic view of all possible relationships between concepts.

However, the use of experts with different backgrounds posed some risks as well.

Diverse people think radically different about some issues, and although a reasonable

convergence is generally attainable, there are cases where some experts just have to

live with the decisions of the group.

The existence of negative relationships among the concepts of the Voice of

the Customer and the Voice of the Company is always a problem. A relationship

matrix should only consist of positive numbers, because its intent is to measure

strength of relationships, which then are added to obtain a gross total. Importantly,

traditional QFD applications have commonly dealt with negative relationships

(Cohen 1995). One example would be in the design of cars, where the fuel
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performance requested by the customer correlates negatively with the safety criteria

of the designers, due to the likely increase in weight of a safer car frame.

We followed the recommendations of Cohen (1995) for the treatment of the

six negative relationships encountered by this study. The procedure consists of

obtaining both the algebraic importance and the absolute importance (all

relationships positive) of each CA, and then compares both numbers (see Figure 8).

The last row of figure 8 shows the ratio of the algebraic and absolute importance. It

can be seen that the three affected CAs of this product group did not change their

importance in a significant way, although Raw material supply from all over the

world would increase its importance if all relationships were positive, but would still

stay below the importance of the next CA: One Stop Shop. The other two US product

groups show similar results. The Chilean product groups did not have negative

relationships.

Contributions

The main contribution of this research effort is the development of a

methodology for determining the importance (weight) of competitive advantages for

satisfying the needs of a customer group. The weights of competitive advantages

allow executives to develop and foster advantages that provide high customer value

in their companies. Thus, the weights of competitive advantages precisely

accomplish the overall purpose of this investigation to develop a methodology for

improving the market orientation of a company.

One of the four different approaches to the measurement of strategy at the

business-level presented by Snow and Hambrick (1980) is the self-typing approach.

This method has been used by many strategy studies (Hansen et. al. 2000) (McKee

et. al. 1989) (Rich 1986) (Niemila 1993), and basically allows an organization's

manager to characterize the organization's strategy. This approach is generally used

with written descriptions of strategy, and managers are asked to classify their
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organization with respect to the competition. Hansen et al. (2000) and Guth and

Macmillan (1986) identified an important problem related with the self-typing

approach. They asserted that managers tend to rate their own company at least in an

average position with regard to the competition in all and every characteristic,

making this kind of data not very useful.

Our study stays away from the self-typing approach, because it does not

require managers to compare the competitive situation of their company with respect

to the one of other firms. Instead, executives just provided the CAs held by their

companies, without rating them, and the application of the Quality Function

Deployment technique allowed the opinion of the customers to determine the

importance of each CA.

Managerial Implications

The business world has seen the rise of the perennial gale of creative

destruction predicted by Schumpeter (1975) during WWII. This new competitive

environment is here to stay and adaptation by wood products companies is necessary

to survive. However, it is difficult to elicit recommendations that fully account for

the many issues faced by firms. Our findings, nevertheless, indicate some actions

that companies can undertake.

The early work of Schumpeter (1975) already emphasized the high

importance of innovation for ultimately succeeding in the marketplace. More recent

authors, like Grimm & Smith (1997), also point to innovation as one of the key

factors in today's hypercompetition environment. Our results show that the three

types of innovation - process, business, and product are important not only

for competition leverage, but also for directly fulfilling customer needs. Interviews

with US wood products company executives indicated a low emphasis on product

and business innovation, with an almost exclusive focus on process innovation. Our
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results suggest a focus on pçcluct and business innovation by US wood products

companies, as these topics present great potential for improvement.

In-person interviews with US architects found that this group of professionals

is concerned about a general decrease in the quality of wood products, consistent

with the findings of Weinfurter and Hansen (1999) and Hansen and Bush (1996).

Our results are similar, as the competitive advantage Differentiation in quality of the

material ranks third or better in all three product groups, with a relative importance

of 16% or higher. An increased emphasis on innovation should help revamping the

quality of wood products.

Our results show a low importance of the competitive advantage Green,

environmentally concerned image (of the wood products company) in both the

structural and the engineered woods products group. However, the same advantage

Green, environmentally concerned image leads the US appearance group, with an

importance of 20 %. Therefore, we suggest that companies in this last product group

should be especially eager in obtaining environmental certification of their products

and processes, as they can emphasize those features in advertising targeted to

architects and specifiers in general.

US wood product companies lack the Export orientation of Chilean firms,

which is consistent with the different business environments that companies of both

countries face. We propose that the Export orientation of Chilean firms is a good

example of a "natural" advantage enjoyed by companies of small nations. If those

companies want to grow, their small domestic markets force them to find new

markets overseas, thus competing with everybody from everywhere. Therefore,

company executives from small countries are compelled to know and understand

foreign competition.

On the other hand, we found that several managers from US wood product

companies do not know or understand what is happening across US borders, because

the huge domestic market does not encourage an export orientation. We suggest US

managers should offset this problem quickly, because competitors from smaller,
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distant countries may prove to be formidable ones. In the same regard, we

specifically suggest US companies to create a "hostage of good behavior" in the

home countries of their main competitors, by installing wholly owned subsidiaries,

thus letting their competitors know that they can retaliate with aggressive

competitive actions (Yip, 1995).

Our recommendations are not only based on the export orientation results

explained above. Raw material supply from all over the world was a US CA

identified by just 5 of the 43 executives of wood products companies that were

interviewed in the US. Still, it received weights of 11 and 14 % in the structural and

appearance products groups, respectively. Close examination of figure 2 (US

structural group) shows that this CA is important for architects, because it correlates

positively with several desirable characteristics of raw materials, like low cost,

availability, and durability.

Both Export orientation and Raw material supply from all over the world are

advantages typical of companies with international operations. Thus, our main

recommendation for US wood products companies is to become more global, as this

characteristic allows a better customer focus and an improved competitive position.
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research project was to provide strategic

recommendations for wood products companies targeting the improvement of their

market (customer and competitor) orientation. The recommendations have been

divided into three main areas. First, the customer study rendered environmental and

marketing related tactics that specifically address how to make wood products more

appealing to architects. A second group of recommendations include specific issues

that small versus large, and US versus Chilean companies should undertake in order

to improve their competitiveness. A final set of recommendations addresses the main

purpose of the article by specifically pointing at the competitive advantages held by

companies that allow them to better satisfy customer needs.

The recommendations detailed in the three sections just referred are practical

outcomes of this study. A final part of this conclusions chapter addresses

contributions of this research effort to the state of the art of marketing and

management.

Environmental Advertising and Marketing Implications

A cross-cultural analysis suggests that Chilean and US architects are rather

similar. The most important difference is the irrelevance that environmental issues

represent for the sampled Chilean architects, in opposition to their US peers. The

study findings also show that the importance of environmental issues escalates when

US architects are forced to consider other design attributes at the same time. This

issue and the high importance given to quality or appearance attributes form the basis

of the main recommendation regarding the content of environmental ads targeted to

US architects: to address a dual issue in advertising, both a quality or appearance

feature and an environmental one. Importantly, the quality or appearance issue

changes depending on the product group, as is explained below.
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Architects of the US and Chile agree that Uniform quality is a very important

attribute in both the structural and the engineered wood products groups. Architects

complained during the qualitative interviews about a general decrease in the quality

of wood products, which is consistent with findings of several other studies. Wood

products companies should be aware of this customer perception, and undertake both

technical and promotion efforts in order to offset this negative opinion.

Wood stands out from competing materials due to several exclusive features.

In that regard, two attributes were rated as most important in the appearance wood

product group, regardless of the country: Appearance, warmth and tactile sensation

of the material and Honest material. It is important to explain the meaning of these

attributes. Architects expressed in the interviews that the grain and texture of wood

are unique, thus appearance does not explain the concept adequately. Instead,

Appearance, warmth and tactile sensation gives an holistic approach to the concept.

Honest material simply means that architects like that a material is what it appears to

be. This result suggests that it does not matter how well a plastic material imitates

the wood grain, architects will still demand that if the material seems to be wood it

must be wood!

Regarding US architects, two interesting wood product attributes are

Adaptability and Feasibility of Curves. They are of medium importance in both the

structural and engineered wood products groups. These characteristics are technical

features that steel does not meet well, thus they can constitute sources of

differentiation.

The low importance of Low cost for both Chilean and US architects is

consistent with their role as specifiers, and not buyers of the materials. The

importance of Low Cost may improve radically for other customers groups, as should

happen with construction firms, that actually purchase the construction materials.

In summary, there are several issues than can be said about marketing tactics

targeting architects. The preceding paragraph already reported that material price is

not an important issue for architects. Also important, environmental issues are part of
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the quality characteristics of the product, and should not be treated separately. In

other words, advertising targeting architects should focus on both technical and

environmental quality characteristics of wood, and not only one of them.

Competitive Issues that Affect Small versus Large, US versus
Chilean Companies

The executive interviews provided very interesting insights regarding

competitive issues affecting companies of different sizes, countries or in different

product groups.

First, the structural and engineered wood product groups share several

valuable competitive advantages, and architects also use similar design attributes in

both product groups. Therefore, US companies operating only in the structural group

may possess the necessary capabilities to successfully enter the engineered wood

products group. These products should represent a growth possibility for these

companies, as they are generally newer products that are gaining market share. Still,

the engineered wood products sector is dominated by several large firms and as a

result may present significant barriers to entry.

Second, US companies still treat innovation as a mere technical issue. An

illustration of this problem is the predominance of Process innovation as the type of

innovation pursued by US wood products companies. Business and Product

innovation should have a higher emphasis in today's hypercompetition environment,

especially as companies face diminishing returns on their process innovation

investments. Importantly, companies in the wood products industry have invested

heavily to improve their processing efficiencies. Additional process improvements

will be smaller and come at higher costs.

The study findings suggest that a lack of financial resources means small

companies lag far behind larger companies regarding Process innovation. In many

cases, small companies are able to greatly compensate for this deficiency with an
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emphasis on Business and Product innovation. Our data suggest that these two types

of innovation are possible even with reduced budgets.

Chilean companies are well positioned as global low-cost producers of

whitewood lumber. This industry is relatively young, thus large opportunities exist

for improvement in each of the three innovation types. One example of a possible

improvement is the development of grade rules for their lumber, and create third-

party enforcers of those rules. Grade rules would permit easier access to international

markets.

Competitive Advantages that Provide Significant Customer Value

The interviews with executives of wood products companies already

suggested that Product and Business innovation are important competitive

advantages to develop and foster. The application of the quality technique Quality

Function Deployment (QFD) confirmed that Product and Business innovation should

provide important customer value, as they add up to 20% or higher of the total

customer value provided by the group of competitive advantages in both the

appearance and the engineered wood products groups.

The marketing implications of the customer study showed that architects are

concerned about a general decrease in the quality of wood products. Consistently, the

QFD results show that the competitive advantage Differentiation in quality of the

material ranks third or better in all three product groups. A renovated emphasis in

innovation should help overhauling the quality of wood products.

The competitive advantage Green, environmentally concerned image (of the

wood products company) received quite low importance in the QFD application of

both the structural and the engineered woods products group, supporting the findings

of the customer study. However, the same advantage is the most relevant one in the

US appearance group, with a weight of 20%. Therefore, companies in this last

product group should be especially enthusiastic in obtaining third-party
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those features in advertising that targets architects and specifiers in general.

One of the biggest differences between Chilean and US companies is how the

latter lack the Export orientation of Chilean companies, which is consistent with the

different business environments that companies of both countries face. The small

size of the Chilean market forces companies to look abroad, whereas the huge US

domestic market does not promote an export orientation by US companies.

The very high importance of Export orientation for fulfilling customer

(architect) needs in any of the Chilean product groups is an amazing outcome, with

weights as high as 39% in the structural and the engineered woods products group.

The result is surprising in the sense that an export orientation seems important for

competition leverage, but not for customer satisfaction. This export orientation may

allow Chilean companies to capture some of the benefits of multinational companies.

The export orientation does not rely only on overseas sales offices or international

promotion. The export orientation begins with the design of production facilities

specifically tailored to satisfy international needs.

In the same regard, US wood products com anies should become more

lobal both in their su $1 and demand side in order to im trove rofitabilit . This

assertion is supported by an US exclusive competitive advantage: Raw material

supply from all over the world. Just a few US executives identified this US

competitive advantage. Although mentioned rarely as an advantage, it attained

weights of 11 and 14 % in the US structural and US appearance products groups,

respectively.

US wood products companies have been investing large amounts of money

during the last century to gather vast areas of forestland. The initial intention was to

assure supply, although it has proven to be an excellent cash source in recession

times, as stumpage prices (standing trees) tend to be more inelastic than lumber

prices. However, several US executives commented that the situation is changing.

They still like forestland, but they may consider the sale of some US forestland due
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to the high sunken capital it represents, and instead purchase forestland in countries

or regions with exceptional natural growth rates. Consistently, the QFD results show

that Own forestland does not have much importance for fulfilling architect needs,

with values of 6 % in the US (structural and engineered woods products group). It is

important to emphasize that this result is not obvious; as the author hypothesized

before gathering the data that own forestland might help in having a sound

environmental behavior in the whole value chain. The other attributes seem to have

blurred any importance this aspect might have had.

Contributions to Management and Science of this Research Effort

This research effort has made important contributions to marketing,

management, and Total Quality Management, as detailed below:

Multidisciplinary

First of all, this is a multidisciplinary study. Indeed, the customer part of the

study is, by definition, in the marketing realm. On the other hand, the company study

that involved the unraveling of the competitive advantages held by wood products

firms is in the management realm. Finally, the tool that allowed integration of the

customer and company study is Quality Function Deployment. This technique,

related to management, is a Total Quality Management tool, typically used by

industrial engineers.

Competition Factors

The competition factors determined in the customer study are a prominent

feature of this research effort, and are a specific contribution in the area of Total

Quality Management. Literature about quality explains that there are several quality

types (expected, exciting, desired), but it generally offers little guidance about how
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to deal with these quality types. These quality categories are defined in the body of

the thesis, although it is possible to briefly define "expected quality" as

characteristics of the product that the customer expects to be present. Customers

normally do not ask for them in market research, but if this quality is absent, it

causes dissatisfaction. The competition factors introduced in this investigation,

which are an adaptation of similar factors used by Cohen (1995), allow an

enhancement of the importance of customer attributes that correspond to expected

quality, and therefore are key in product substitution issues.

Classification of Attributes in Importance Groups

The design attributes used by architects were classified in several importance

groups. The methodology for the categorization is original and the Statistics

Department of Oregon State University helped in its conception. The methodology

involves the competition factors just explained in the categorization scheme, and

therefore considers the influence of substitute products.

Avoid Self-typing Approach

This study stays away from the usual self-typing approach of other strategy

studies, because it does not require managers to compare the competitive situation of

their company with respect to the one of other companies. Instead, executives just

provided the competitive advantages held by their companies and the application of

the Quality Function Deployment technique allowed determination of the importance

of each competitive advantage.

Development of a Methodology for Determining the Weight of
Competitive Advantages for Satisfying Customer Needs.

As already introduced in the previous paragraph, the main contribution of this

research effort was the development of a methodology for determining the
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importance (weight) of competitive advantages for satisfying the needs of a customer

group considering the influence of substitute products. The weights of competitive

advantages allow executives to develop and foster advantages that provide high

customer value in their companies. Thus, the weights of competitive advantages

precisely accomplish the overall purpose of this investigation - provide strategic

recommendations for the improvement of the market (customer and competitor)

orientation of wood products companies.
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Appendix A: Interviews and Conjoint cards for engineers, architects
of US and Chile



Architect interview answer sheet (the interviewer fills it)

Age: 25-35; 35-50; 50 or up, University:

1. What is the relative importance of the architect in the material selection
decision in a construction project

Residential projects:

Non-residential projects:

2. I want your opinion regarding the 3 sets of product groups that I am
considering. If we restrict the number of product groups to three, do you
think that these product groups represent really different customer needs, that

is to say, your requirements for materials change a lot when considering one
group or the other? Do you think your requirements for softwood lumber are
the same than for softwood plywood, the same than for OSB? Do you think
your requirements for Hardwood Decorative Panels are the same than for
moldings, the same than for finishing materials? The groups are:

Softwood lumber + Softwood Plywood + OSB: (commodity)
Hardwood Decorative Panels + Moldings + finishing materials:

(architects should heavily influence the selection of this type of material)
Engineering Wood Products: (They were introduced as environmentally

conscious materials).

3. What can really increase the appeal of wood so that you will select it instead
of other materials? Please answer for each product group.

Softwood lumber + Softwood Plywood + OSB

Hardwood Decorative Panels

Engineering Wood Materials
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Engineer interview answer sheet (the interviewer fills it)

Age: 25-35; 35-50; 50 or up, University:

1. What is the relative importance of the engineer in the material selection decision

in a construction project?
Residential projects:

Non-residential projects:

Have you heart of certified wood products? Do you know what it means?

Do you actually push environmentally friendly materials? Are you influenced by
your clients in that respect? Does a certified wood product eliminate your
concern regarding being damaging the environment or it really do not change
your mind, i.e., the damage to the environment is done anyway?



Conjoint Analysis of Material Preferences

General directions:

The following exercise intends to measure your preferences regarding
different types of materials when designing a construction project. Each of the cards

of the two following sets contains the description of a product (softwood lumber,
steel element, etc.) with a certain group of characteristics. Please suppose that the
described characteristics are possible for the specific material. Please rank the cards

in order of yogr preferences (1 is the most desirable material and 8 the less desirable
material) considering only the product attributes listed.

Specific directions and definitions for the first set of cards:

The first set of cards (8 in total) considers four types of products that can be

used for framing purposes: softwood lumber, steel elements, concrete and masonry.
Each product have a set of four attributes: environmentally sustainable (env.
sustainable), cost of the material, familiarity of the work force with the material and

availability of the material.

Set of cards No.1

127

Card 1 Rank: Card 5 Rank:

Material Softwood Lumber Material Concrete

Env. Sustainable....
Cost

Yes
High

Env. Sustainable....
Cost

No
Low

Familiarity. High Familiarity........... High

Card 2 Rank: Card 6 Rank:

Material ..
Env. Sustainable....

Softwood Lumber
No

Material
Env. Sustainable....

Concrete
Yes

Cost.
Familiarity.

Low
Low

Cost..
Familiarity...........

High
Low

Card 3 Rank: Card 7 Rank:

Material Steel element Material Masonry

Env. Sustainable.... No Env. Sustainable.... Yes

Cost . ... High Cost......... ......... Low

Familiarity Hiah Familiaritv........... Hiah

Card 4 Rank: Card 8 Rank:

Material Steel element Material ..... ......... Masonry

Env. Sustainable.... Yes Env. Sustainable.... No

Cost.. ..... ........... Low Cost High

Familiarity Low Familiarity Low



Appendix B: US and Chilean mail questionnaire
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OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY

In the following questions, please circle the best answer (only one per row)

1. The following is a set of possible attributes that you may consider when selecting solid wood framing
(structural) material for a home or another type of construction. In the case of softwood lumber (Douglas
fir, Spruce-Pine-Fir, Hem-fir, or Southern Pine). please mark the level of importance of each attribute
when deciding which material to specify/purchase:

Page 1./4

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire. It is aimed at architects that have
experience with the design of projects that use wood materials. In this questionnaire, you will be
asked to estimate the level of importance of several attributes you may use when selecting a certain
wood product for a residential or non-residential project.

Your participation is essential for the success of this study. Your responses, together with others,
will be combined and used for statistical summaries only. If you have any questions regarding this
survey, do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank you,

Ernesto Wagner
Ph.D. Student, Oregon State University
Phone: (541) 737-4257, Fax: (541) 737-3385
E-mail: ernesto.wapner@orstedu

If you don't feel qualified to fill out this questionnaire, please pass it on to another colleague

Less important More important<>
Work force familiar with the material 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Material is easily available 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Adaptability of the material (easy to trim, easy to
work with)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Durability and maintenance issues (fungi and insects
concern)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Uniform quality of the material, from load to load and
throughout piece (exact dimensions, straight)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fire concern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Dimensionally stable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Environmentally sustainable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Low cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Page 2/4

The following is a set of possible attributes that you may consider when selecting the interior finishing

material for a home or another type of construction. In the case of decorative panels (say, a composite

panel with an exterior veneer that has the appearance of red oak), please mark the level of importance of

each attribute when deciding which material to specify/purchase:

The following is a set of possible attributes that you may consider when selecting laminated lumber
structural members for a home or another type of construction. Please mark the level of importance of

each attribute when deciding which material to specify/purchase:

Less important More important

Strong material, that permits small cross sections

for long spans
Appearance, warmth and tactile sensation of the
material
Concern about the glue vapors of the material
(offgassing)
Uniform quality of the material, from load to load and
throughout piece (exact dimensions, straight)
Adaptability of the material (easy to trim, easy to
work with)
Feasibility of curved shapes with the material

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

Dimensionally stable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Environmentally sustainable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Low cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Less important <:::; > More important

Honest material: material is what it seems to be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Appearance, warmth and tactile sensation of the
material
Concern about the glue vapors of the material
(offgassing)
Durability and maintenance issues (fungi and insects
concern)
Environmentally sustainable

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

Low cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



5. If a company claims that its HARDWOOD LUMBER is environmentally sustainable, please indicate
which of the following facts about the company or the products of the company make that claim more
believable to you, according to the following definitions:

Third-party certified wood products: Wood materials that a third-party (independent) certifies as
being grown and harvested in an environmentally friendly manner.
Reputation of the company: The company, through communication campaigns, shows itself as a
serious company committed to environmentally friendly practices.

Page 3/4

4. If a company claims that its SOFTWOOD LUMBER is environmentally sustainable, please indicate
which of the following facts about the company or the products of the company make that claim more
believable to you, according to the following definitions:

Third-party certified wood products: Wood materials that a third-party (independent) certifies as
being grown and harvested in an environmentally friendly manner.
Reputation of the company: The company, through communication campaigns, shows itself as a
serious company committed to environmentally friendly practices.

6. If a company claims that its ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS are environmentally sustainable,
please indicate which of the following facts about the company or the products of the company make
that claim more believable to you:

Third-party certified wood products: Wood materials that a third-party (independent) certifies as
being grown and harvested in an environmentally friendly manner.
Reputation of the company: The company, through communication campaigns, shows itself as a
serious company committed to environmentally friendly practices.

Less important <=> More important

Less important <> More important

Third-party certified wood products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lumber coming from plantation forests instead of
natural forests

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reputation of the company 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Less important More important

Third-party certified wood products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
US or Canadian hardwood lumber instead of

tropical lumber
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reputation of the company 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Third-party certified wood products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Products coming from plantation forests instead of
natural forests

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reputation of the company 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Demographic questions (please check one or answer in the provided lines)

7. What is your gender

( 1 ) Male
( 2 ) Female

8. What is your age

( 1 ) 24 to 34 years
( 2 ) 35 to 45 years
( 3 ) 46 to 56 years
( 4 ) 57 or above

9. At which university did you obtain your
degree in architecture? (ex. University of
Oregon).

End of Questionnaire

Please place the completed survey in the postage-paid, business-reply
envelope and mail it.

Truutksou!

10. Please indicate any state where you have
worked more than one complete year (ex.
California and Nevada)

11. Number of employees that work in THIS
company?

( 1 ) Less than 5 employees
( 2 ) 6 to 20 employees
( 3 ) 21 employees or more

12. Please indicate whether or not you are
responsible for each of the following
tasks/responsibilities at your firm

If you want to receive an electronic version (e-mail) of a future study report that I will
generate out of this survey, please write your e-mail address in the following line:

e-mail:

Page 4/4
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Yes No Task/Responsibility
Owner
Manager/Project Manager
Project design
Specifications
Other



OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY

Este cuestionario esti dirigido a arquitectos con experiencia en el diserio de proyectos que
utilizan madera. En esta encuesta, usted debera estimar el nivel de importancia de varios
atributos que podria usar cuando esta seleccionando un cierto producto de madera para un
proyecto residencial, comercial o industrial.

Su participacion es esencial para el exito de este estudio. Sus respuestas seran usadas en
combinaciOn con otras sOlo para resOmenes estadisticos. Si Ud. tiene alguna pregunta respecto a
esta investigacidn, por favor no dude en contactarme.

Muchas gractas,

Ernesto Wagner
Estudiante de Doctorado (Ph.D.), Oregon State University
Tel. Chile: 3660091
E-mail: emesto.wabnerorst.edu

Si Ud. no se considera calificado para contestar este cuestionario, par favor entregueselo

a otro colega.

Pagina 1/3

En las siguientes preguntas, por favor marque con un circulo la mejor opcion (solo una
par fila):

1. El siguiente es un conjunto de atributos que Ud. podria considerar cuando esta seleccionando madera
estructural para una casa u otro tipo de construcciOn. En el caso de maderas blancas (pino, Alamo),

par favor seleccione el nivel de importancia que cada atributo tiene para Ud. cuando esta decidiendo

que material especificar / comprar:

Durabilidad y mantendion del material
Calidad homogenea del material, dimensiones
exactas, recto
Apariencia del material, qua algunas veces es
usado expuesto
Propledades estructurales
Baja costo
Flamabilidad
Carencia de soluciones constructivas en madera
Madera posibilita una construed& rapida

Mends importante <( > Ms Importante

1 2 3 4

83
6 7

1 2 3 4 6 7

1 2 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 45 6
1 2 3 0 5 6 7
1 (2) 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 0 5 6 7



Durabilidad y mantencion del material
Baja costa
Apariencia, calidez y sensacion at tacto del

material
Material Moil de rejuvenecer: simplemente se lija!
Material honesto: el material es lo que parece set
Material permite ser instalado sabre superficies
CU [WS

1 2
1 2

1 2

3. El siguiente es un conjunto de atributos que usted podria considerar cuando este seleccionando
elementos estructurales de madera laminada para una casa u otro tipo de construccion. Por favor

seleccione el nivel de importancia que cada atributo tiene pare Ud. cuando esta decidiendo que

material especificar / comprar:

<=> Mas importante

3 4 0 6 7

3 4 0 6 7

C.*) 4 5 6 7

3 4 5

3 4 5 7

3 4 5 734 5 7
4 5 6 7a 4 5 6 7
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2. El siguiente es un conjunto de atributos que usted podria considerar cuando esta seleccionando el
material de terminacion interior de una casa u otro tipo de construccion. En el caso de oaneles
decorativos (por ejemplo, un panel enchapado con un material que parece set roble), por favor
seleccione el nivel de importancia quo coda atributo tiene para Ud. cuando esta decidiendo que

material especificar / comprar:

Menos importante <-> Mas Importante

Menos importante

Comportamiento frente al fuego compared° con el
del acero

1 2

Calidad homogenea del material, dimensiones
exactas

1 2

Durabilidad y mantencion del material:
preocupacion pot ataque de insectos u hongos

1 2

Bajo costo
Falta de abastecimiento, pocos competidores

1

1

2
2

Apariencia
Material permite crear superticies curves
Calidad del pegamento

1

1

1

2
2
2

Carenda de soluciones constructivas con este
material

1 2

3 4 a
3 4 5

3 4 5

3 5

3 5

3 5

6 70
6

6
6

6



Preguntas demograficas (por favor marque una opcien o conteste en Las lineas provistas)

4. ,Ctial es su genero?

1).<))

Masculino
2 Femenino

5. 4Cual es su edad?

24 a 34 efts
( 2 ) 35 a 45 afios
( 3 ) 46 a 56 anos
( 4 ) 57 afios o Inas

6. ,En cual universidad obtuvo Ud. Su
titulo de arquitecto? (Ejemplo,
Universidad CatOlica de Santiago)

OA) i Pa

7. Por favor indique si tiene experiencia
internacional (Ejemplo: USA y
Argentina)

Ivo .

Si Ud. Desea recibir una version electrOnica (e-mail) de un futuro reporte de esta parte

de la investigacion, por favor escriba su direccion electranica (e-mail) en la siguiente

linea:

e-mail:

Fin del cuestionario

Graci as

4Numero de empleados que trabajan
en ESTA empresa?

Menos de 5 empleados
) 6 a 20 empleados

( 3 ) 21 empleados o mas

Por favor indique si Ud. es o
responsable de cada una de
siguientes tareas / responsat. ies en

su empresa?

Si

Pagina 3/3
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No Tarea / responsabilidad
Duerio
Gerente / Gerente de
Proyectos
Diseno de proyectos
Especificaciones
Otros
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Appendix C: US and Chilean interview guides used for identifying
the competitive advantages of wood products companies



Executive Summary and Interview Guide

"Effectiveness of Business-Level Strategies of Forest Products Companies and the
Importance of their Environmental Actions".

Brief executive summary

The referred investigation is developing a methodology for determining the

effectiveness of the strategy followed by a forest products company. The approach is

completely new, because it complements marketing and management concepts.

These two disciplines have evolved quite separately, and hardly ever scientists or

practitioners of one use the concepts and tools developed by the other. Specifically,

the approach followed by this study is the following: Strategy is defined as the

pursuit of sustainable competitive advantages. The novelty of the approach of this

study stems from:

Previous traditional approaches normally classify companies by categorizing

their competitive advantages in three groups: Cost leadership, differentiation

and focus. In this study, the competitive advantages are kept in their original

form, avoiding the loss of information implicit in any grouping.

A new application of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is developed. This

technique permits the formal incorporation of a very important group of

customers of forest products; the architects. Importantly, QFD is one of the

tools developed under the concept of Total Quality Management and its

initial use concerned new product development. Most applications of this tool

are proprietary information of diverse companies.

In this research, QFD will permit the assessment of the different competitive

advantages of the companies. For this purpose, QFD considers the architect needs

and wants as well as characteristics of substitute products like steel, plastics and

concrete.

This study is cross-cultural: everything that is done in the U.S., is also done

in Chile. Importantly, the investigation is already in the second of three stages of

development. The first stage determined the architect needs and requirements when
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designing with wood or competing materials. Interviews with architects and civil

engineers were performed as well as a mail survey in Chile and in the US. The

survey in the US was mailed to a nationally representative sample of 1100 architect

offices. The 375 responses (34% response rate) assure a sample mean response not

further away than a 5% from the population mean response.

The second stage involves interviews with managers of forest products

companies. Basically, the purpose of the interviews is to find out about competitive

advantages of the companies, for the three product groups that were defined. Eight

interviews were already performed in Chile, which characterizes by having only a

few big forest products companies.

Interviews with Managers of U.S. Forest Products Companies

Wood cannot be analyzed as only one product, nor is it possible to segment

the wood products too much, because the problem becomes excessively complicated

to solve. As an appropriate trade-off, this study is considering three product groups,

as follows:

Softwood lumber + Softwood plywood + Softwood OSB

Hardwood decorative panels + Moldings + Finishings

Engineered Wood Products

This subdivision originates in the way architects (and civil engineers)

select/specify the materials. In the case of the first product group, the structural

characteristics of the material are the most important ones, having aesthetics

characteristics a secondary importance. In the case of the second product group, the

aesthetic characteristics are the most important ones, whereas structural properties

have, in general, only a low importance. Finally, in the case of the last product

group, both structural and aesthetic characteristics are important.

It is important to note that many moldings and finishings are made out of

softwoods (second product group). However, I preferred to have only one aesthetic

product group. It is also important to comment that I am not interested in companies

that produce pulp or paper.
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My intention is to interview around 30 managers of forest products

companies, perhaps 10 in each product group. I would like to do this during January

and February of 2002.

Characteristics of the personal interview

The interview would be in person, in a place and time agreed with the

interviewee. The duration of the interview would be approximately 45 minutes. I do

not record my interviews. Everything that is said is simply written down in a

notebook.

Characteristics of the interviewee

I would like to interview the manager in charge of the product group of

interest in the company. The interviewee has to be the person that makes strategic

decisions in the product group. Let's take the example of the softwood product

group: The ideal interviewee is the person that determines if the company has its

own forestland or buys the logs, it is the person that determines if the company will

be a technology leader or will be a second-mover, adapting only those processes

already proven by other companies, etc.

In the case of small or medium size companies, the interviewee is clearly the

owner or CEO. Those firms generally produce a limited range of products, in only

one of the product groups defined by this investigation. In the case of big companies,

the ideal interviewee is the vice-president of the area. I would like to interview

managers of big, medium and small companies.

Interview scheme

The first minutes would be used to inform the interviewee about the purpose

of the investigation and its more general characteristics. The questions would be

following:

1. Which are the competitive advantages that your company holds that permit
it to succeed in the marketplace? I refer specifically to those distinctive
characteristics that your competition cannot copy easily.
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Comments regarding this question:

The question is open-ended in order to not bias the interviewee. If he/she asks for

example, I can mention some illustrations.

The managers do not need to evaluate which advantage is more important than

another, but just to enunciate them. Still, I need the executive to elaborate why

the competitive advantage is really an advantage for the company. I say this,

because it is well known that not all managers of forest products companies agree

that, for example, it is financially convenient to be a technology leader, some

think that it is better to be a second-mover and implement only proven

technologies.

Once I have completed the interviews in the U.S. (February 2002), I would

forward via e-mail a group of about 9 or 10 competitive advantages to my

interviewees, only those of the appropriate product group. Those competitive

advantages would correspond to the most named advantages of the particular

product group in both Chile and the U.S. The managers would need to rank those

advantages according to the importance they think each one has in HIS/HER

company. It is important to comment that this information is necessary for the

validation of the model and not for the model itself.

2. For the second question, I need some financial performance information of
the company. In particular, for the product group considered, I need the
average of the last five years of the:

ROS (return on sales)
ROA (return on assets)
Sales

Comments regarding this question:

1. I know managers are reluctant to disclose financial information of their company.

I need that information because it is the only way I can validate my model.

Basically, I will have a model that will quantitatively tell me which are the most

important competitive advantages. To prove the validity of the model, I will
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adjust a multiple regression. The response variable will be the financial

performance of the company, and the explanatory variables will be the

competitive advantages of the particular company with moderating variables

sales and location (Chile, US Pacific Northwest, US Southeast, US Northeast).

I do not need figures of a specific year, but only averages of the last 5 years.

I can guarantee that the information will not be disclosed. Journal articles will

only inform about averages, but never individual information.

If the manager cannot release financial information of the company, I still would

like to interview him/her, because the answer of question 1 is really the main

information I need.

What does the interviewee gain by giving this interview?

I would forward copy of all the journal articles I will generate out of this

investigation to each of my interviewees. I am planning in publishing at least

three.

If appropriate, I will be happy to tell the interviewee about the current findings of

the investigation, specifically, the wants and needs of US and Chilean architects

regarding wood products. There are many unexpected results that I am sure

managers will find very interesting.

Thank you very much,

Ernesto Wagner
PhD student
Forest Products Marketing
Oregon State University



Entrevistas con Ejecutivos de Empresas Forestales Chilenas

IntroducciOn
La investigacion "Effectiveness of Business-Level Strategies of Forest Products

Companies and the Importance of their Environmental Actions" pretende desarrollar

una metodologia para determinar la efectividad economica de la estrategia seguida

por una empresa forestal. El enfoque complementa aspectos de Marketing y de

Gestion. Estrategia se entiende como la busqueda de ventajas comparativas
sostenibles en el tiempo. Se va a desarrollar una nueva aplicaciOn de la tecnica de

Gestion conocida como QFD: Quality Function Deployment. Basicamente, QFD va

a permitir evaluar las ventajas comparativas de las empresas mediante:
Informacion de las necesidades de grupos de clientes
Las caracteristicas de productos alternativos (acero, concreto, plasticos).

El grupo de clientes de productos de madera escogido para esta investigacion son los

arquitectos. Yo ya realice un estudio con arquitectos en los US y estoy haciendo lo

mismo en Chile.

Pregunta 1
Este estudio va a considerar tres grupos de productos forestales, a saber:

Maderas blancas dimensionadas + Madera terciada de maderas blancas +
OSB (Oriented Strand Board).
Paneles decorativos de maderas de color + molduras + productos de
terminaci6n.
Productos de madera laminada.

Esta subdivision obedece a la forma en que los arquitectos seleccionan los
materiales. En el caso del primer grupo de productos, caracteristicas estructurales son

las mas importantes, teniendo las caracteristicas esteticas una importancia solo

secundaria. En el caso del segundo grupo de productos, las caracteristicas esteticas

son las mas importantes mientras que las caracteristicas estructurales son en general

de una importancia solo secundaria. En el caso del ultimo grupo, las caracteristicas
estructurales y est6ticas son importantes.

;.A cualfirupo de roductos se dedica su em resa? ;.Es mas de uno?

Pregunta 2
ligjales son las ventajas comparativas que tiene su empresa que le permiten
tener exit° en el mercado? Me refiero especificamente a aquellas caracteristicas
distintivas que su competencia no puede copiar facilmente. (Preguntar
especificamente por la tenencia de bosques)

Comentarios respecto a esta pregunta:
Toda ventaja comparativa es valida, sea que esta sea recursos financieros,

know-how, recursos humanos, etc.)
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Los gerentes no necesitan decir cual ventaja es mas importante que la otra

sino simplemente enumerarlas. Es importante eso si, dentro de la
respuesta, que el ejecutivo explique por que la ventaja comparativa es
realmente una ventaja.
Una vez que yo haya realizado mis entrevistas en Chile y los USA, yo

le haria llegar, por email, un conjunto de 7 +I- 2 ventajas
comparativas. Estas ventajas comparativas corresponderian at

conjunto mas importante de ventajas identificado en ambos Rises.
Ud. necesitaria hacer un ranking de esas ventajas, de acuerdo a la

importancia que Ud. piensa cada una tiene en su empresa.

Pregunta 3

Yo vo a desarrollar un modelo s ue va a deck sue venta'a corn s arativa es mas

importante que la otra, v necesito poder probar mi modelo. Por ello, yo necesito

informaci6n fmanciera de la empresas de los tiltimos 5 arios. ;.Es eso posible?

Particularmente, vo necesitaria el promedio de los 61timos 5 aims del retorno

sobre las yentas (ROS: return on sales), el retorno sobre los activos (ROA:

return on als)_y el promedio de yentas, solo para la division del grupo de

productos considerado.

Comentarios
Basicamente yo necesito dos nilmeros, dos porcentajes. Yo necesito esa

informacion, porque es la Unica manera de probar mi modelo.

Basicamente, yo voy a tener un modelo que cuantitativamente me va a

decir cuales son las ventajas comparativas mas importantes y cuales no.

Para probar la validez del modelo, yo voy a ajustar una regresion multiple

con variables dependiente el resultado financiero de cada empresa y con
variables independientes las ventajas comparativas de la empresa en
particular, con variables moderadoras yentas y localizacion (Chile,
Pacific Nortwest, Middle of the US, Northeast, Southeast).
Yo garantizo que la informaci6n no va ser usada mas que en restimenes
estadisticos para el test del modelo.
Que gana el gerente con proveerme toda esta informacion?

1 Yo le hada llegar copia electronica de todos los papers que voy

a generar de esta investigacion. Estos se van a publicar en
revistas forestales y tambien de marketing.

2. Caracteristicas de los arquitectos:
360 respuestas (alrededor de un 33%) de alrededor de
1100 enviadas.
Maderas blancas: 3 caracteristicas mas demandadas:
disponibilidad del material, calidad uniforme y
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dimensionalmente estable, costo es poco importante lo

mismo que preocupacion por el fuego.
Maderas de color: Apariencia, calidez de la madera y
material honesto estan en el tope del ranking, nuevamente

costo es poco importante.
Madera laminada: Calidad uniforme y dimensionalmente

estable las dos cualidades Inas demandadas. La

adaptabilidad es muy apetecida tambien (paredes a 298
cm, viga de 300 cm, con acero no se puede).
Plantaciones y no bosques naturales son muy efectivos

como para vender la idea de algo medioambientalmente
sustentable.
Los arquitectos jovenes son "menos verdes" que los
arquitectos viejos.

Pregunta 4

Me puede dar su e-mail/nombre de otros e'ecutivos a entrevistar?

;;Muchas gracias!!
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Appendix D: Letter to first expert team: US competitive advantages

that provide direct customer value



Hello,

I conducted interviews with 35 top executives of US forest products companies in
order to identify the competitive advantages that permit them to succeed (survive) in

the marketplace.

I defined three wood product groups: structural, appearance and engineered wood
products, which are consistent with the way architects specify construction materials.

There is one set of competitive advantages for each wood product group.

I would like to ask you to divide each set of competitive advantages into two groups:

Group of advantages that provide customer value
Group of advantages that do not provide customer value

A competitive advantage that provides customer value is an advantage that provides
the product/service of the company with a characteristic likely to be valuable for
end-consumers.The group of competitive advantages that provides customer value is

the set that will be kept for the OFD application, the final stage of my investigation.
There is nothing wrong with keeping all advantages, but it would make too
burdensome the work of the team of experts that will complete the QFD matrices. At
the end, the advantages that do not provide customer value would not receive any
weight from QED ("pet projects" in QED terminology). It would be ideal to not have

much more than 10 advantages per product group. Importantly, in some cases the
competitive advantage obviously does not provide customer value. In other cases, the
advantage may provide value in a hidden but important way.

In several cases, the same competitive advantage exists in two or even the three sets.
Because the product segments are different, not necessarily an advantage that
provides value in one set, has to provide value in the others.I tried to explain each
advantage in not more than two lines. I hope they are clear enough. If you think that
two or more competitive advantages of one set (product group) can be grouped in
one, please let me know.I would appreciate if you can answer me by next Monday
(April 22'5. After receiving all your responses, I will determine the competitive
advantages that everybody asserts as providing customer value. Then, the idea is to

meet the week from April 29th to May 31.d, in order to decide about those advantages
where some disagreement was detected. I think that the meeting should not take
more than an hour. Please let me know when are you available that week.

Thank you

Ernesto Wagner
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Competitive advantages Product group 1: Softwood lumber, softwood plywood
and Oriented Strand Board: Structural products
(27 advantages):

Each bullet is one competitive advantage.

Differentiation in customer service (after-salesservice, on-time shipping,
reliability, shipment tailored to customer needs)

Own forestland: for log cost control, optimize growth, ideal age-classes
distribution for uses, secure supply, cash source
Process innovation: State of the art facilities, technology leadership,
computerized mills
Excellence of sales and marketing personal, personal contacts
Privately-held organization: fast, flexible, don't have to enhance quarterly reports

Integration between mills (and pulp mills): merchandise a log and process it in
the most efficient mill(s): maximize company profit and not sawmill profit

Good geographical distribution: timberlands integrated with plants and with

industrial customers
Differentiation in quality of the material
Vertical integration: plantations, integrated with manufacturing facilities,
production, and customer needs: have the right balance

Own distribution system, deal with the end-user directly, no intermediaries

Agreements with Home Depot or Lowe's (prime grade products, provide families
of products because families of products permit to efficiently prorate inventory

costs)
Interfunctional coordination (for example: Sales, marketing, wood procurement,

and trucking division for on-time delivery)
Have niche markets
Small company (flexible and quick)
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation, reliability
Green, environmentally concerned image, use of urban wood, plantations
Breath of product mix, one stop shop, try to orient production towards special
sizes, in order to avoid commodity prices
Excellence of technical personal
Excellence in safety issues
Focus on small logs for small dimension lumber, due to the smaller probability of

substitution by engineered wood products, if compared with big dimension

lumber.
Sales group: company possesses sales group that sells own production +

production of other people.
Business approach for dimension/stud mill: sell the production during the day it

was produced, not holding more than 3 days of inventory.
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Another business approach: sell only lumber in inventory, and keep an inventory

of everything in order to be prepared for any order: idea is to satisfy customer

needs due to miscalculations in their use requirements, and charge a premium for

that.
Another business approach: cut to order, for grade, and mainly timbers out of big

logs: 5*5 inches or bigger
Few types of products: permits enhanced efficiency by narrowing the log types

they need and they can also predict output more accurately and therefore secure

delivery
Facilities permit to handle big logs

Raw material supply from all over the world, taking advantage of species

characteristics and prices

Competitive advantages Product group 2: Hardwood lumber, decorative panels,

finishings, moldings: Appearance products
(30 advantages)

Each bullet is one competitive advantage.

Differentiation in customer service (after-sales service, on-time shipping,

reliability, shipment tailored to customer needs, guaranteed products)

Excellence of sales, technical and marketing personal, personal contacts

Own forestland: log cost control, optimize growth, ideal age-classes distribution

for uses, secure supply, cash source
Privately-held organization: fast, flexible, don't have to enhance quarterly reports

Process innovation: State of the art facilities, technology leadership,
computerized mills
Own distribution system, deal with the end user directly, no intermediaries:
Prefer a few big national accounts instead of a myriad of small ones: grow with

the old customers
Raw material supply from all over the world, taking advantage of species

characteristics and prices
One stop shop, highly diversified line of products (if some product holds a very

strong market share, people is forced to buy that product from a certain supplier

and may buy other products from the same supplier, line of products (furniture)

should share many parts)
Vertically integrated: plantations, integrated with customer needs, manufacturing

facilities and production: have the right balance

Product innovation: Have patented products, new product development: keep

innovating so to stay away from copycats that transform everything into a

commodity
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Have niche markets
Agreements with Home Depot or Lowe's (prime grade products, provide families

of products because families of products permit to efficiently prorate inventory

costs)
Integration between mills: merchandise a log and process it in the most efficient

mill(s): maximize company profit and not sawmill profit

Business innovation: Whole-house engineered solutions, widespread distribution

of catalog of products, marketing research, market development

Differentiation in quality of the material

Good geographical distribution: timberlands integrated with plants, and with

industrial customers
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation, reliability

Green, environmentally concerned image, use of urban wood, plantations

Export oriented
Buy veneer, not logs, or use engineered wood products: material utilization

advantage
Produce products with different levels of completion: for example, ready to

assemble stairs vs. assembled stairs, or non-coated furniture vs. fully finished

furniture
Diversification of company activities: buffer against bad economic conditions:

when one activity is bad, the others may be ok
Employee-owned organization: It is asserted that customers like it, because they

think service improves due to more motivated workers.

Excellence in safety issues
Small company => less overhead => more efficient

Producing both commodity and specialty products: the second are a financial

buffer with respect to the price fluctuation of the commodities.

Spike Management: Increase or decrease production according to demand

without firing people or shutting plants: flexible labor hours: from 32 to 45

hours/week.
Joint ventures with other parts of the world: permits alternative to vertical

integration, if the first half of the process is done in, say, Chile (for example, logs

transformed into blocks for fingerjoint).
Vast financial resources
Mix between hardwood and softwood mills: able to offer higher prices for

timberlands, that have both hardwoods and softwoods. For softwood-oriented
companies, hardwoods are only a burden.
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Competitive advantages Product group 3: GlueLam, I-beams, etc.: Engineered

Wood Products
(26 advantages)

Each bullet is one competitive advantage.

Differentiation in customer service (after-sales service, on-time shipping,

reliability, shipment tailored to customer needs, guaranteed products)

Own forestland: log cost control, optimize growth, ideal age-classes distribution

for uses, secure supply, cash source
One stop shop, highly diversified line of products (if some product holds a very

strong market share, people is forced to buy that product from a certain supplier

and may buy other products from the same supplier)

Process innovation: State of the art facilities, technology leadership,

computerized mills
Product innovation: Have patented products, new product development: keep

innovating so to stay away from copycats that transform everything into a

commodity
Business innovation: Whole-house engineered solutions, market development,

marketing research, TQM and statistical techniques, development of design

software
Privately-held organization: fast, flexible, don't have to enhance quarterly reports

Raw material supply from all over the world, taking advantage of species
characteristics and prices
Excellence of sales and marketing personal, personal contacts

Excellence of technical personal
Differentiation in quality of the material
Vertically integrated: plantations, integrated with customer needs, manufacturing

facilities and production: have the right balance
Own distribution system, deal with the end user directly, no intermediaries

Agreements with Home Depot or Lowe's (prime grade products, provide families

of products because families of products permit to efficiently prorate inventory

costs)
Good geographical distribution: timberlands integrated with plants and industrial

customers
Integration between mills: merchandise a log and process it in the most efficient

mill(s): maximize company profit and not sawmill profit

Excellence in safety issues
Sales group: company possesses sales group that sells own production +

production of other people.
Produce products with different levels of completion.



Producing both commodity and specialty products: the second are a financial
buffer with respect to the price fluctuation of the commodities
Spike Management: Increase or decrease production according to demand
without firing people or shutting plants: flexible labor hours: from 32 to 45

hours/week.
Old company: customer loyalty, reputation, reliability
Green, environmentally concerned image
Joint ventures with other parts of the world: permits alternative to vertical
integration, if the first half of the process is done in, say, Chile (for example, logs
transformed into blocks for fingerjoint)
Big market share permits to become the standard in the industry
Have niche markets
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US Structural Products Group
(Dimensional lumber, softwood plywood and softwood OSB)

Companies' competitive advantages

The small differences between the algebraic totals and the absolute totals makes us to disregard the negative

relationships

Appendices figure 1 QFD final matrix US structural product group
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US Appearance Products Group
Companies' competitive advantages

Algebraic totals (Env, Sust 3) 0 0 9 12 15 18 18 18 39 57 66 72 81

Absolute totals (Env. Sust. 3) 0 0 9 12 39 18 18 18 39 75 84 72 81

Algebraic/Absolute 100% 100% 38% 100% 100% 100% 100% 76% 79% 100% 100%

There are two possible group memberships for environmentally
sustainanble (3 and 9) as discussed in Limitations of the first and second papers.

The relative importances do not change much, with the exception of Raw material supply from all over the world, that diminishes its importance

to almost one half. Regarding now the negative relationships, their influence was assessed using 3 as the value of environmentally sustainable.

The differences are still reasonable. The exception is One Stop Shop.

Appendices figure 2 QFD final matrix US appearance product group
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US Engineered Wood Products Group

Architect wants and needs (refering to wood
materials)

Uniform quality
Dimensionally stable
Strong material
Adaptability
Environmentally sustainable
Feasibility of curves
Low cost
Offqassinq: concern about vapors
Appearance, warmth, tactile

Algebraic importances
Relative Importances

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

o% 0°,
-
Algebraic importances
Absolute importances
Algebraic/Absolute

The small differences between the algebraic totals and the absolute totals makes us to disregard the negative

relationships

Appendices figure 3 QFD final matrix US engineered wood products group
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No negatives here

Appendices figure 4 QFD final matrix Chilean structural product group
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Chilean Structural Products Group
(Dimensional lumber, softwood plywood and softwood OSB)

Companies' competitive advantages
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Chilean Appearance Products Group

Companies' competitive advantages

No negatives here

Appendices figure 5 QFD final matrix Chilean appearance product group
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